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1.

OV ERVIEW OF P ROJECT AND APP ROACH

1.1

Project Statement/Need

The railroad bridge over South Tejon Street was built in 1902 and both the City and the railroad understand that the
bridge is in poor condition and requires replacement. The adjacent railroad bridge over South Nevada Avenue was
built in 1948 and will also need to be replaced soon. The bridges are in the Mill Street Neighborhood, one of the
oldest neighborhoods of Colorado Springs, located on the south side of Downtown. The freight rail no longer serves
many of the properties in this area; however, the rail corridor is heavily used by both the Union Pacific and BNSF
railroads as a key north-south through route. Although the corridor does not currently serve passenger rail, future
options may be considered with Front Range Passenger Rail initiatives.
Near this rail corridor there are several planning and major redevelopment efforts underway, older inadequate
drainage facilities, and aging utilities. As the infrastructure is replaced, there is value in considering what is needed
both now and in the future by our community.
The replacement bridges and their related track alignment is a 100-year decision and significant investment. This
project must responsibly consider the long-term implications of rail and city infrastructure investments and carefully
weigh options. Funding limitations, potential funding partners, and alignment options must be understood along
with the future city-building and quality of life benefits to ensure this project responds to the community’s needs.

1.2

Project Approach

The primary purpose of the planning phase of the South Downtown Railroad Underpass Reconstruction (SDRUR)
project is to make sure the bridges are in the right place and of the right size and design. The project team of
engineers, planners, urban designers, public relations, and railroad strategists is focused on the optimal bridge
replacement solutions, with consideration given to current and future opportunities and constraints for this
improvement and reaching out to the community and stakeholders during the planning process to build
partnerships, evaluate options, and identify potential funding opportunities.

1.3

Study Area

Figure 1 shows the SDRUR project location and influence area. Numerous relevant previous and ongoing plans and
studies were reviewed to ensure that the project team has a thorough understanding of the planning and the issues
in the project influence area that may affect the SDRUR alternative development and evaluation. The results of this
extensive review process are documented in a separate Planning Background Report.

Figure 1.

Area of Influence Map
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Project Goals

2)

Level 1 Screening: Defining Range of Alternatives – This step included developing a list of potential
options and separating them into three groups: Alternatives (complete packages of improvements),
Railroad Elements, and Roadway Elements. The initial alternatives ranged from major railroad corridor
relocations to replacing the railroad structures within the existing railroad right-of-way. The options
were then evaluated based on either fatal flaws or practicality. Ideas and concepts that could be added
to alternatives as Components were also catalogued in this screening step.

3)

Level 2 Screening: Development and Evaluation of Alternatives – Level 2 Screening focused on
developing alternatives by combining railroad and roadway Elements and other features required,
developing additional information about each alternative, conducting a comparative alternatives
evaluation, and identifying three to five Alternatives to advance to Level 3 Screening. A Level 2B
Screening was added to this step to develop additional detail necessary before making a final screening
decision on one alternative (Alternative H – a slight railroad shift within the existing railroad
right-of-way).

4)

Level 3 Screening: Identification of Preferred Alternative – The focus of this step was to identify the
preferred railroad corridor and roadway improvements. For this evaluation, the railroad, roadway, trail
connection. and other components were identified to define the Core Alternatives that were the basis
for Level 3 Screening. Other Associated Components and Opportunities that may be implemented with
the Core Alternatives were identified and evaluated to understand benefits to the community. The goal
of this step was to identify a Preferred Alternative.

5)

Refinement of Preferred Alternative – The primary purpose of the refinement step was to define what
features should be part of the Preliminary Design effort for the project. This step involved refining
Preferred Alternative project elements and identifying any Associated Elements that should also be
included in the Preliminary Design phase. An additional part of the refinement step consisted of
presentation of two future phase options that could be pursued after the Preferred Alternative is
implemented and additional study area planning takes place to enable the City to better define future
improvements that make sense in light of area planning.

The project goals for the City of Colorado Springs include:


Effectively address railroad operational, maintenance, and safety needs;



Inform the public and engage stakeholders who may be impacted by the project;



Gain an understanding of the long-term needs and opportunities for this public infrastructure;



Complete a quiet zone assessment and implement the findings;



Address pedestrian and bicycle connectivity and safety across the railroad tracks;



Design bridges and associated improvements that are compatible with and improve access to surrounding
neighborhoods and land uses, and are supportive of development opportunities;



Design bridges and underpasses to be more welcoming and attractive;



Maintain and improve traffic operations and safety on Nevada Avenue, Tejon Street, and intersecting
streets in the area;



Reconcile planning for future use of the Drake Power Plant with the rail planning;



Address cost effectiveness to construct and maintain;



Develop an improvement program and funding strategy that can provide timely financing through a
combination of City, regional, federal, state and railroad sources; and



Evaluate the development of partnerships both internal and external to the City.

1.4

Alternatives Screening Process

The project Planning Stage includes evaluation of Alternative, Element, and Component categories of potential
project improvements. The screening process was designed to begin by defining a broad range of alternatives, and
then conducting increasingly detailed evaluations of them as they are refined and narrowed down to the most
promising solutions. The approach to planning for the railroad underpass reconstruction was focused on defining
both the railroad corridor and Tejon and Nevada roadway corridor improvements. To accomplish this, the process
for identifying the preferred alternative was conducted in five distinct steps during the Planning Stage of the project,
as depicted on Figure 2 and described as follows:
1)

Project Initiation – The initial project effort consisted of obtaining additional information about existing
conditions and plans for the Southern Downtown project influence area. The goal of this effort was to
ensure there is a complete understanding of the issues and influences in this area. This information is
summarized in the Planning Background Report.
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The alternatives development and screening process was conducted with direction from a City Planning Working
Group consisting of City staff from Public Works, Planning & Development, Parks, Recreation & Cultural Services,
Economic Development, and Mountain Metro Transit departments. Appendix A provides meeting summaries of the
five City Planning Workshops with this group.
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Figure 2.

Overview of Planning Approach
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2.

COMMUNI TY OUTREACH SUMMARY

The project team has conducted an extensive and multi-faceted community outreach program from project
initiation to inform interested parties and receive community input through the planning phase of the project.
Appendix B provides a Public Activities Summary, listing meetings that were conducted along with information on
dates and meeting attendees. Meetings listed in Appendix B include:



33 One-on-One Meetings with property owners, public and private organization representatives, and other
stakeholders.
20 Other Public Interactions and Engagement Activities, including 6 City Planning Work Sessions, 5 project
Stakeholder Committee meetings, meetings with City elected officials and staff members, and an all-day
open house for any interested party to speak with project team representatives.



No one person/entity should dictate the city future but rather let the larger community be the guide. Keep it
framed in big-picture thinking.



Focus on community values and benefitting the whole, sooner than later



Is there an option for expanding the road? (due to congestion on Nevada Ave?)



Development interests (Nor’wood, Ray O’Sullivan Nev/Fountain & other projects, Danny Mienka)



Opportunity zones near Lowell were shown as another consideration in developing this plan



Mudslide shored up with boulders from work done by the railroad so drainage concerns. Pave the road.
Shrubs, trees, other vegetation that grows wild needs to be trimmed/maintained. A fire concern as the plant
materials wither and die and become fuel for fires as the sparks from the railroad are a constant threat.



Financing and timing of the project



10 Mill Street Neighborhood Meetings, including special project-focused meetings and participation in
regularly scheduled neighborhood association meetings and events.



Right-of-way property acquisition, timing, emergency bridge failure procedures, and overall input from the
railroad



A Developer Forum conducted with more than 20 representatives of organizations active in the local
development community.



Will property acquisition be needed for the project and concerns regarding reduction of property values?



Following are summaries of the valuable input that was received and incorporated in the planning process that led
to the identification and refinement of the preferred alternative.

Would prefer an Eastern Plains alternative but recognize that does not help with the need for local railroad
services



2.1

Safety concerns along the railroad. Keep in mind how the recommended alternative could reduce train stalls
on the tracks.



How will you mitigate dust? (This will be a contractor requirement.)



Take Passenger Rail being into account

Public/Stakeholder Input Summary to Date

General Project Input


Interest in Gateway concept by Downtown Partnership, US Olympic City branding—incorporate values of
the Olympics and Olympians—Excellence, Friendship and Respect; consider that this area needs to be a
gateway in both directions

Historic Aspects/Aesthetics


Recognize/honor historic aspects of the area, homes and the rail line, adobe colors, signage/murals/
plaques. Aesthetics should be considered and art incorporated where possible. Make the bridge beautiful.



Cost should not be a limiting factor at this point as we are looking to set up the city for the next 20+ years;
exciting to see this wide view approach being taken



Desire to incorporate an Olympic theme in any of the aesthetics as this is so close to the Olympic Museum



Desire for a Quiet Zone/speed of trains/safety concerns





Be mindful about alignment within Mill Street Neighborhood. Be sure everyone understands pros and cons
of the project and alignments regarding impacts.

1912 Study City Plan, City Beautiful, referenced challenges and recommended similar options for the
southern part of Downtown Colorado Springs as this project. Things such as moving the rail line far to the
east and addressing challenging urban planning at grade rail crossing issues.



Disabled citizens cannot access many trails in this area. Connectivity is big issue as well as beautification.
Slow down the traffic on Tejon St.





Vacating the rail and moving it, it could be repurposed as a trail. Dorchester Park could be repurposed as a
city Transit Center. A circulating shuttle then becomes a reality for the downtown area.

Finding a way to eliminate a barrier to the south part of the city would be a plus. The city was founded on
railroad history and should be incorporated into the plans. General Palmer built the rail as Colorado’s
Railroad (Denver & Rio Grande).





Would encourage this study not to be encumbered by cost/funding or anything else to hold you back from
looking at all the options. Recreation, redevelopment, safety, and housing are all options for the area to
incorporate.

Keep a public art component as a design element—art deco look, in particular. Recommend using decorative
iron look where appropriate.



Fountain Creek and the railroads are the city’s two big stories. Providing some recognition of the role of the
railroad in establishing Colorado Springs.
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Businesses such as the Hassell Ironworks, the grist mill at Mill Street and the brick plant all were iconic
businesses that dominated the area of Mill Street where the working class population was made up of
Italian, Jewish and Spanish workers



The Mission also owns the Motor Inn and the 2-story tan building south of the bridge. They need to maintain
the curb access at the north end of Dorchester Park.



Addressing the homeless is an issue. Thoughts may be to establish a tiny home village near the airport (still
in the county) to help take that pressure (mental health, drug abuse, etc.) away from downtown.

Las Vegas Corridor/Royer/Sierra Madre Crossings


Las Vegas corridor is a component of this project



Plans for the crossing at Royer could tie into this project



Desire to not change operations/function of Las Vegas Street as an industrial trucking route



Consider future land use/urban renewal



A desire by Las Vegas Street stakeholders that this roadway continue to serve the industrial/commercial
businesses between Nevada Avenue and Old SH 85/87 (one of few corridors in the City with large industrial
allowed without conditions. Also, Las Vegas Street is an incident alternative for I-25 when there is a crash
that shuts down lanes. Transit and the sheriff’s office also desire to maintain good connectivity and traffic
operations as it serves their mission.



Provides significant opportunities for Southern Downtown, Drake Power Plant property, and Mill Street
Neighborhood



Gets the rail line out of the neighborhood



Would remove the physical barrier, reconnect the neighborhood with downtown (currently, north of the
tracks perceived to have more value), Mill Street Neighborhood needs a catalyst like this to rejuvenate it,
will enable retail development



Opens up development potential



Water and environmental impacts of the southern alternative

Southernmost alternative, high interest although recognizing it would
be high cost



Many roadway clearance issues on Nevada and Tejon bridges. Challenges on the tracks at Royer.



Crossing at Sierra Madre is a concern of the Montgomery Center. Often trains just stop right at that crossing
and people walk through the cars. Huge safety issue. One suggestion was to install a speed bump or a
pedestrian bridge at that crossing. Bars and lights do not help as much because they get ignored or they
walk around them

Drake Power Plant and Decommissioning


Make sure that whatever we do doesn’t create new challenges with Drake decommissioning



The utility perspective should be well coordinated. Lots of infrastructure on bridges so replacement for
Drake is a key issue.



In the mid-2000s there were alternatives explored for a loop system and alignments around the Drake
Power Plant. Be sure to look at potential long-term land use vs. temporary land use for laybacks, closures/
partial closures, layering Drake Power Plant spring maintenance work, and capacity with off-street parking



Greenway Infrastructure stakeholder coalition may extend TOPS (2025 sunsets). This dedicated funding
source has 60 percent devoted to greenways. Water quality, creeks, and Drake is center of it all.

Commuter Rail/Transit Station/School Bus


Regional-based Thinking: Do not preclude future potential for commuter rail tying together two biggest
metro areas, Colorado Springs and Denver



Suggestion by Jill Gaebler; present to Southwest Chief & Front Range Passenger Rail Commission



Future MMT Downtown Transit Station



D-11 has 10 routes through the area; emergency situation uses Nevada/Tejon (not Sierra Madre, too rough,
no signals); not planning to add new schools, Springs Rescue may result in more pick-ups



D-11 school bus service handles the Montgomery Center. City Transit is the primary mode of transportation
for homeless population.

Concerns expressed by businesses


If the bridge fails in the meantime and how the RR would expedite replacement



General timing for business planning purposes

Homeless population, route between Springs Rescue and Montgomery Center (over the rail tracks); Springs
Rescue Mission goal with its new development to reduce foot traffic between service areas of the city; The
foot traffic moves north from the Mission in the morning and the same thing coming back south at night.



Eminent domain questions



Natural spring under Joe’s Auto Sales



Construction impacts; consequences of roadways being shut down during construction



Unique opportunity for a greenway around Dorchester Park, would help remove the vagrant population,
which is a health hazard



Insurance during construction



Dorchester Park is an area with many issues such as drug abuse for the Springs Rescue Mission. Would
welcome a large concrete security wall as part of the realignment.



Little trust in the RR



As a business owner, if I plan to sell, would I have to disclose the City’s plans with the tracks?



Broader vision of Drake Redevelopment; can the Drake tracks be reused

Homeless Population/Dorchester Park
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Multimodal: peds, bicyclists, safety, access to Legacy Loop/Shooks Run
& Ivywild area


We advocate multimodal for downtown. Public space improvements should be a catalyst for new
investment.



Consider including a crossing, over/under south end of the Shooks Run Trail to connect the trail to the
Greenway for completing Legacy Loop



Need access to Ivywild area for trail/bikes



Will Tejon/Nevada RR bridge reconstruction design introduce potential upstream dependency on RR
crossing design work per the Envision Shooks Run Facilities Master Plan? Will the preferred alternative affect
the Shooks Run crossing at Las Vegas?



Questions on how Envision Shooks Run plan would coincide with this project. Drainage, at-grade crossings,
and Quiet zone are all things the HOAs consider very positive.



The hill at Ivywild is challenging so it is encouraging to see grade changes being considered



Ivywild is working on a transportation study over the next year. Could help with traffic patterns north into
downtown.



Impacts to the new Spring Creek Road intersection
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3.

LEV EL 1 SCREENING



The result of the Alternatives and Elements evaluation was a determination of the need to advance each based on
the scoring of the criteria. Three choices were available as follows:
1)

Retain – Alternative addresses core Project Goals & Needs. Keep the alternative or element for
additional evaluation.

2)

Eliminate – Alternative DOES NOT address core Project Goals & Needs. Do not advance the alternative
or element.

3)

Future Consideration – Value was found in the alternative or element, but it would not serve as a
stand-alone bridge replacement alternative, so it was set aside for future consideration.

Alternatives F and G, Commuter Rail Service and Hyperloop Rail Services, were eliminated as alternatives
and will be considered as future opportunities. The selected railroad underpass alternative should consider
and preserve options for these potential future services.

Railroad Elements – The railroad elements group consisted of 10 different potential alignments between Cimarron
Street and the Colorado Springs Utilities (CSU) Wastewater Treatment Plant. These were developed to help define
the range of potential solutions for reconstruction of the existing railroad bridges. Six of the railroad elements made
slight shifts of the railroad alignment so that new bridges could be built while existing rail traffic uses the existing
tracks. Four of the railroad elements proposed more significant railroad realignment to the south to reduce
neighborhood impacts and create opportunities in southern Downtown.
Seven of the 10 railroad elements were eliminated or combined with other similar alignments:

The following describes key decisions made as part of Screening Level 1. Figure 3 and Figure 4 provide illustrations
of the alternatives that were and were not retained from the Level 1 screening.



Element RR-7 includes a shift north of the current right-of-way. It was eliminated due to right-of-way and
neighborhood impacts.

Baseline Alternatives – These two alternatives represented two different versions of no build options for the project
that help confirm that action is required to address the infrastructure needs.



Element RR-8 includes a significant shift to the south partially using the existing Las Vegas Street
right-of-way. It was eliminated due to impacts along Las Vegas Street and conflicts with the Drake
substation.



Elements RR-3 and RR-6 both have a slight north and south shift. They were combined and retained as
Alternative I for Screening Level 2.



Elements RR-2, RR-4, and RR-5 all shift the railroad alignment slightly to the south. They were combined and
retained as Alternative J for Screening Level 2.





Alternative A - No Build is a do-nothing alternative and does not change or improve anything. Alternative A
was judged to be fatally flawed and was eliminated because it does not address the poor condition of the
bridges that threatens its current functional use or the roadway and railroad safety issues due to the
inadequate existing vertical clearance for the roads.
Alternative B builds two new railroad bridges but does not make any changes to the roads or any other
features near the bridges. Alternative B was judged to be fatally flawed as a long-range alternative because
it also does not address the roadway and railroad safety issues due to inadequate vertical clearance.
However, it was retained because there is a real possibility that this solution may need to be implemented if
either of the existing railroad bridges over Tejon or Nevada cannot be used to provide continuous rail
service in this important freight corridor. It may be necessary to quickly replace the bridge(s) in or very near
their existing location(s). The potential for Alternative B being the path that may be necessary for
replacement of the bridges is being addressed through the Bridge Replacement Incident Scenario Plan
(BRISP). By retaining this alternative, there will be consistency between the planning and BRISP efforts.

Railroad Conceptual Alternatives & Potential Future Opportunity Alternatives – All of these alternatives
considered major changes to the existing railroad corridor through Colorado Springs.


Alternative C, relocating rail out of downtown, was eliminated as it is beyond the scope of the study.



Alternatives D and E, undergrounding and elevating rail significantly, were judged to not be practicable and
were eliminated due to the extensive impacts of the railroad grade changes to the north and south of the
project area.
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In addition to Alternatives I and J listed above, three other railroad elements were retained for Screening Level 2:


RR-1 reconstructs the railroad within the existing railroad right-of-way. It would require a lowering of the
grade of Tejon Street and Nevada Avenue to achieve standard vertical clearance under the railroad. This
element was retained as Alternative H for Screening Level 2.



RR-9 and RR-10 both represent major railroad alignment shifts to the south along the northern edge of
Fountain Creek. The two elements differ in the west: RR-9 would realign the railroad to the eastern edge of
the Drake Power Plant site and RR-10 would realign the railroad through the western part of the Drake site.
RR-9 was retained as Alternative K and RR-10 was retained as Alternative L for Screening Level 2. These
alignments represent a significant change from the existing configuration and would have substantial cost
implications. The City chose to retain them to further explore the transformative benefits and opportunities
that could be realized.

One new alternative was developed at the end of Screening Level 1 and was advanced to Screening Level 2 as
Alternative M. Alternative M is similar to Alternative J with a slight southward shift in the railroad alignment east of
Sahwatch Street. A second phase railroad realignment was added in the western part of the alternative with the
railroad extending through the western part of the Drake site.

South Downtown Railroad Underpass Reconstruction
ALTERNATIVES EVALUATION REPORT
Roadway Elements – Five roadway elements were developed for Tejon Street and Nevada Avenue. RW-1 would
reconstruct both streets in their current alignments with reconstruction and profile changes as needed with
alternative new railroad alignments. It was determined that Screening Level 2 should incorporate RW-1 with all
alternatives.
Other roadway elements that were not included in Screening Level 2 are:


RW-2 (convert Tejon Street and Nevada Avenue to a one-way pair) and RW-4 (close Tejon Street) were
eliminated due to conflicts with current approved City planning documents.



RW-3 would realign Tejon Street and Nevada Avenue closer together at the railroad to enable construction
of a single underpass for both streets. RW-5 would add a roadway in the existing railroad right-of-way.
These elements were eliminated as Screening Level 2 alternatives but were retained as components that
could be revisited as a design refinement when the overall preferred alternative is established.
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Figure 3.

Level 1 Screening Alternatives – Retained
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Figure 4.

Level 1 Screening Alternatives – Not Retained
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3.1

Alternatives Advanced into Level 2 Screening

After the meeting with the City during the planning work session, the consultant team evaluated and developed
alternatives to be further evaluated during Screening Level 2. Table 1 summarizes the alternatives carried forward to
Level 2 Screening.
Table 1.
Alt. No.
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Alternatives Advanced into Level 2 Screening
Description

Notes

H

South Shift Alignment A
(Inside Existing Railroad Right-of-Way)

Converted from Element RR-1, includes Element
RW-1

I

North-South Shift Combination Alignment

Converted from Element RR-6, includes Element
RW-1 and Element RR-3 was combined

J

South Shift Alignment E
(85 to 90 degree Tangent)

Converted from Element RR-5, Includes Element
RW-1, and Elements RR-2 and RR-4 were combined

K

Major South Shift Alignment B
(Conejos and Pikes Peak Greenway Alignment)

Converted from Element RR-9

L

Major South Shift C (West of Drake and Pikes Peak
Greenway Alignment)

Converted from Element RR-10

M

Similar to Alternative J east of Sahwatch Street and
through the Drake site to the west

Added after Level 1 Screening. Similar to
Alternatives I and J but it can be constructed in
phases.

South Downtown Railroad Underpass Reconstruction
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4.

LEV EL 2 SCREENING

4.1

Level 2 Screening Process

Table 1 shows the six alternatives that were advanced from Level 1 Screening. The six alternatives for Level 2
Screening (Alternatives H, I, J, K, L, and M) are depicted in Figure 5 through Figure 10.
The six alternatives identified for Level 2 Screening were consolidated into four alternatives for the initial Level 2
Screening by pairing two sets of similar alternatives:


Alternatives I and J both reflect a slight shift in the railroad alignment resulting in straightening of the
existing railroad curve generally between Sahwatch Street and Nevada Avenue, resulting in railroad
crossings approximately 100 feet and 300 feet, respectively, south of existing Tejon Street and Nevada
Avenue crossings. These alternatives were initially evaluated together due to their similar characteristics.



Alternatives K and L both represent major railroad alignment shifts to the south along the northern edge of
Fountain Creek. The two alternatives differ in the west in the alignment through or adjacent to the Drake
Power Plant site. These alternatives were initially evaluated together to determine whether the southern
shift of the railroad alignment should be carried forward into the next screening level.

After Level 2 Screening was completed, the City Planning Group decided that additional detail was needed to finalize
the screening decision for Alternative H, so the initial Level 2 Screening was designated as Level 2A Screening and a
Level 2B Screening step was added.
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Figure 5.

Level 2 Screening – Alternative H
South Shift Alignment (Inside Existing Railroad Right-of-Way)
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Figure 6.

Level 2 Screening – Alternative I
North-South Shift Combination Alignment
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Figure 7.

Level 2 Screening – Alternative J
South Shift Alignment E (85 to 90 Degree Tangent)
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Figure 8.

Level 2 Screening – Alternative K
Major South Shift Alignment B (Conejos and Pikes Peak Greenway Alignment)
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Figure 9.

Level 2 Screening – Alternative L
Major South Shift C (West of Drake and Pikes Peak Greenway Alignment)
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Figure 10.

Level 2 Screening – Alternative M
South and West Alignment Shifts (North of Mill Street & Center of Drake)
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4.2

Level 2A Screening

Community and Environmental Impacts and Benefits: These criteria measure the potential of the alternative to
reduce impacts and create opportunities to enhance the quality of life for the surrounding community. The category
includes criteria that address potential to:

Appendix C provides the detailed Level 2 Screening matrix documenting the comparative evaluation of
Alternative H, Alternatives I/J, Alternatives K/L, and Alternative M. Following are summaries of the criteria,
evaluation process, and results of the Level 2A Screening.

4.2.1

Criteria

The matrix in Appendix C details the Project Goals/Values, Criteria, Measures and Screening Questions used in the
Level 2 alternatives evaluation. The screening criteria are grouped in three categories: Engineering Impacts and
Benefits, Financial Impact and Benefits, and Community and Environmental Impacts and Benefits. Following are
summaries of the criteria under each of the three categories.
Engineering Impacts and Benefits: These criteria deal with how well alternatives address essential railroad and
roadway needs. The category includes criteria that address:


Railroad Operations: Do alternatives maintain or improve mainline railroad operations and accompanying
rail facilities? How does the alternative affect ongoing railroad maintenance?



Road Function and Mobility: Does the alternative improve or create opportunities to improve Tejon Street,
Nevada Avenue, and other area roadway operations? Does the alternative improve or create opportunities
to improve street connectivity in the area?



Incident Management and Safety: Does the alternative address the current bridge deficiencies in a
reasonable timeframe? Does the alternative eliminate or reduce conflicts between railroads and roadways?



Construction Impacts: Does the alternative minimize or address project impacts to adjacent properties,
drainageways, and utilities?



Ease of Implementation: Can regulatory, right-of-way acquisition, and other necessary implementation
issues be addressed to allow for timely construction of the alternative? Can the alternative be constructed in
phases to allow for timely funding and reconstruction of the Tejon Street and Nevada Avenue railroad
underpasses?

Financial Impacts and Benefits: These criteria deal with comparative costs to construct and maintain the alternative,
ability to fund the alternative, and economic benefits that could be realized. The category includes criteria that
address:


Project Costs: What is the comparative construction cost range of the alternative? Does the alternative
affect ongoing maintenance costs for railroads, roadways, or other infrastructure?



Funding and Economic Benefits: To what extent would the alternative create opportunities to attract
funding, including traditional public transportation funding sources, private partnerships, and other public/
private infrastructure funding sources?



Vitality of Downtown and the City: To what extent does the alternative create economic benefits to the
surrounding area, including economic development opportunities, freight rail service expansion, and
commercial enhancement opportunities?
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Enhance the Quality of Life for Residents: Does the alternative have the ability to benefit the surrounding
neighborhoods relative to railroad noise, air quality, visual character, and stormwater management?



Cultivate Neighborhood Character: Does the alternative preserve existing housing and historic structures?
Can the alternative enhance neighborhood gateways?



Reconnect People and Places: Does the alternative bring opportunities to enhance multimodal connectivity
between and within neighborhoods? Does it create opportunities for redevelopment and activation within
neighborhoods?



Create a Resilient Future for Neighborhoods: Would the alternative benefit neighborhood character and
resiliency including infill opportunities, affordable housing, support for existing businesses, and
opportunities for expanded services and employment.

4.2.2

Screening Process

Each of the four Level 2A Screening Alternatives (Alternative H, Alternatives I/J, Alternatives K/L, and Alternative M)
were scored from “0” to “4” by each member of the FHU Project Planning Team, with a score of 4 indicating that the
alternative best meets the criterion and a score of 0 indicating that the alternative meets the criterion the least.
Evaluations in this screening level were high level, qualitative assessments based on the alternative concepts. The
team reviewed each other’s ratings and screening notes, met to discuss ratings, adjusted some ratings based on the
discussions, and developed the blended team ratings shown in the Attachment B matrix. The matrix shows the
subtotal and grand total scoring for each criterion as an indication of the comparative scoring under the Engineering,
Financial, and Community/Environmental categories and the total points; however, the criteria were not weighted
so the screening recommendations were based on the team’s judgment rather than solely scoring.
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4.2.3

Summary of Results/Reasons

Alternative M

The evaluations and preliminary FHU Project Planning Team findings were reviewed by the City Project Team and
discussed at City Planning Work Session C on March 3, 2019. Following are summaries of the key comparative
advantages and disadvantages identified for each alternative based on the evaluations under all the criteria,
followed by the Level 2A Screening decision made at the City Planning Work Session.
Screening Level 2A – Summary of Findings and Screening Decisions
Alternative H
+

Least right-of-way needed for railroad corridor

+

Relatively low cost

-

Requires significant lowering of Tejon and Nevada and accompanying construction, right-of-way, access, utility
and stormwater impacts

-

Does not address existing railroad alignment deficiency
Construction challenges to maintain railroad operations

+

All the same advantages listed for Alternative I/J

+

Is compatible with options for realignment of railroad to the west approaching and through the Drake site,
creating redevelopment opportunities

+

The eastern part of the alternative can be implemented as a first phase and the western part can be added later
with Drake site redevelopment

-

Right-of-way impacts from east of Sierra Madre Street to Conejos Street

Summary and Level 2A Screening Decision
The eastern portion of Alternative M is similar to Alternative I/J with no significant differences in benefits or impacts.
However, Alternative M allows for a future realignment to the west that can be designed and implemented in
conjunction with Drake site redevelopment.
Carry forward
Alternative K/L

Does not create any opportunities for redevelopment in Mills Neighborhood or Drake site

Summary and Level 2A Screening Decision
Due to favorable grades, the slight shift to the south (Alternatives I/J and M) is more favorable for railroad
operations and for achieving desirable bridge clearances. While acknowledging the comparative disadvantages of
Alternative H, the City Project Team decided that additional information was needed to ensure that this alternative
did not represent a substantial cost and/or right-of-way savings before it was eliminated.
Add Screening Level 2B to compare right-of-way and cost with Alternative M (phase 1) before making a final
screening decision

+

Creates substantial community benefits and opportunities by removing the railroad corridor from the Mill Street
and East Nevada neighborhoods

+

Relatively limited private property needed for right-of-way

-

High cost and potential regulatory and other implementation challenges
Does not lend itself to phasing – requires full funding and decisions on Drake site alignment up front
Relocated railroad creates a barrier between south Downtown and the Fountain Creek corridor

+

Less change to Tejon and Nevada profile compared to Alternative H

+

Relatively low cost

+

Relatively moderate right-of-way needs

Summary and Level 2A Screening Decision
Has the potential for the greatest benefits and opportunities for existing neighborhoods, commercial redevelopment
and community assets. Carrying forward to Level 3 would allow for additional analysis of the opportunities, costs,
and impacts to allow for a fully informed decision. Alternative K with the railroad corridor located along the eastern
edge of the Drake redevelopment site and Alternative L with the railroad located through the western part of the
Drake site were both considered viable options that merit detailed evaluation in Level 3.

+

Creates some redevelopment opportunities

Carry both Alternatives K and L forward

+

Improves railroad alignment

-

Does not create opportunity for realigning railroad for compatibility/opportunities relative to Drake

Alternative I/J

Summary and Level 2A Screening Decision
Provides very similar benefits as Alternative M, but Alternative I/J is not compatible with potential realignment of
the railroad to the west approaching and through the Drake site.
Do not carry forward
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4.3

Level 2B Screening

4.3.1

Purpose of Level 2B Screening

Figure 11.

Alternative H and Alternative M-1 Right-of-Way Comparison
Alternative H

Elimination of Alternative H was considered because it scored significantly below retained Alternatives K, L, and M
for a number of reasons:


It requires significant lowering of Tejon Street and Nevada Avenue with accompanying costs and
right-of-way, access, utility and stormwater impacts.



It does not address existing railroad alignment deficiencies.



It would have construction challenges to maintain railroad operations.



It does not create opportunities for improved Mill Street Neighborhood cohesion or Drake site
redevelopment.

While the planning team acknowledged these disadvantages of Alternative H, it was noted that this alternative also
had the least right-of-way impacts along the railroad corridor of all alternatives. As a result, this could be perceived
by some stakeholders and decision-makers to be the least costly and impactful alternative. It was decided that a
Level 2B Screening should be conducted to further evaluate Alternative H before finalizing the decision to eliminate
or carry forward this alternative. If it were determined that Alternative H would provide significant cost savings
compared with the first phase of Alternative M, then Alternative H would be fully evaluated in Level 3 Screening. If
Alternative H were determined not to provide significant cost savings compared with the first phase of
Alternative M, Alternative H would be eliminated.

4.3.2

Level 2B Screening – Comparison of Alternatives H and M Phase 1

Conceptual Design
Conceptual designs were prepared for Alternative H and Alternative M Phase 1 to allow for the more detailed
Level 2B Screening process. Conceptual design development was needed to develop comparative construction cost
estimates and to define right-of-way costs and impacts to properties, access and utilities. Figure 11 illustrates the
segments of Tejon Street and Nevada Avenue that would require lowering to achieve required vertical clearance
with the two alternatives. The figure also identifies the residential and commercial parcels that are likely to be
impacted and require partial or full purchase with the alternatives.
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Cost Estimates
The cost estimates provided for Level 2B evaluation are for comparative purposes only for evaluating Alternative H
and Alternative M Phase 1 (M1). These estimates do not represent complete “alternatives” from which a preferred
alternative will be selected. Cost assumptions used for this screening were developed to ensure that the screening
was based on comparable assumptions between the two alternatives and also that the screening would provide an
advantageous assessment of Alternative H before it is screened from further consideration. Key assumptions for this
comparison included:








They do not include other project components that may be included with any of the remaining alternatives
as part of the future Level 3 Alternatives Development and Screening process. An example of such
components is corridor quiet zone improvements.
Cost estimates include one bridge type for both the Nevada and Tejon bridges in both Alternatives. The
bridge type included in this Level 2B cost comparison is a multi-span configuration. There are other bridge
options, some that would be more expensive (including a single span bridge option), that will be evaluated
as part of later screening and refinements processes before a preferred alternative is defined. However, the
cost estimate for the bridges in each alternative (H and M) in this cost comparison do differ because the
bridges in Alternative H would have to be constructed in multiple phases, while the bridges in Alternative M
can be constructed in a single phase.
Street cross-sections for Tejon Street and Nevada Avenue were reduced from sections that are being
developed by the Project Team for Level 3 Screening. Minimal cross-sections were used to ensure that
Alternative H, which adds street reconstruction costs while reducing railroad reconstruction costs, would be
shown in a favorable light before being screening out. For this screening exercise, spans to 96 feet for
Nevada Avenue and 80 feet for Tejon Street were assumed.
For the purposes of this cost comparison, the Project Team assumed that franchise agreements for utilities
along the railroad right-of-way will provide for any relocations at no cost to the project. Although it is
recognized that there is a cost sharing agreement between the City and CSU regarding public utility
relocations, the costs for these relocations were assigned to the project for the purposes of this alternative
comparison.

Table 2 provides a comparison of the total opinion of probable costs for the two alternatives, including estimated
design, construction, right-of-way, and utility costs, with typical contingency factors added in for costing at the
conceptual level.
Table 2.

Opinion of Probable Cost Comparison – Alternatives H and M1
Cost Category*

Alternative H

Alternative M1

Railroad – Realignment and Bridge Costs

$13,000,000

$16,900,000

Roadway – Nevada and Tejon Corridors

$31,700,000

$11,100,000

$44,700,000

$28,000,000

Total

*Note: Costs for each category and totals include construction, design, right-of-way, utilities, and contingency costs
associated with each category.
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Although right-of-way costs are included in the total project estimates provided in Table 2, the right-of-way portion
of the costs are compared separately in Table 3. The comparison includes an estimated breakdown of right-of-way
costs related to commercial and residential properties.
Table 3.

Right-of-Way Cost Comparison – Alternatives H and M1
Cost Category*

Alternative H

Alternative M1

Railroad R.O.W – Commercial

$1,650,000

$3,700,000

Railroad R.O.W. – Residential

$0

$700,000

Roadway R.O.W. – Commercial

$3,500,000

$1,050,000

Roadway R.O.W. – Residential

$3,200,000

$0

$8,350,000

$5,450,000

Total

*Note: Right-of-way costs are also included in total project costs listed in Table 2.

Alternative Cost Comparison
The comparisons show that the total cost for Alternative H, at $44.7 million, is more than $16 million or 45 percent
higher than the $28 million total cost for Alternative M1. Although the railroad-related cost for the minor shift with
Alternative H is $3.9 million less than Alternative M1, this cost savings is more than compensated by the
$20.6 million additional cost for lowering Nevada Avenue and Tejon Street to achieve vertical clearances and
maximum street grades established for the project.
Level 2B Screening Summary and Decision
Alternative M1 provides significant advantages over Alternative H related to:


Lower construction cost



Reduced right-of-way costs and impacts along Tejon Street and Nevada Avenue



Reduced impacts to existing utilities



Improved railroad alignment



Less impacts to railroad operations during construction



Allowance for Drake redevelopment opportunities with later phase M2

Based on these Alternative M1 advantages, it was determined that Alternative H could be eliminated unless Level 2B
screening determined that it would provide cost savings compared with the first phase of Alternative M. It was
agreed at City Planning Work Session D in June 2019 that Level 2B screening has determined that roadway-related
right-of-way and total project costs are considerably higher for Alternative H compared with Alternative M1 and
that, therefore, Alternative H can be eliminated.
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5.

LEV EL 3 SCREENING

5.1

Alternatives Definitions

Alternative N (Figure 14) – Alternative K was modified with a realignment of Las Vegas Street in the vicinity of the
relocated railroads and with relocation of the BNSF rail spur and railroad east of El Paso Street. The new alternative
with these changes was labeled as Alternative N for Level 3 Screening.

Figure 12 through Figure 15 depict the four Level 3 Screening alternatives. The drawings show the “Core
Alternatives,” which comprise the railroad, bridge, road, and trail improvement and were used in the development
of cost estimates, right-of-way identification, and other benefit and impact evaluations of the alternatives.
Additional roadway or trail connections, roadway improvements, and other components are being designated as
Associated Components that may be added to the project when a preferred alternative is identified and advanced to
the project design and funding phases.
Level 3 Screening Alternatives include refinements made after the Level 2 Screening was complete and additional
refinements were made as the Level 3 Screening proceeded. Following is an overview of significant refinements that
occurred in the transition from Level 2 to Level 3 alternatives:
Alternative M1 (Figure 12) – It was determined that the portion of Alternative M east of Sahwatch Street should be
evaluated as a stand-alone alternative in Level 3 so that costs, right-of-way, benefits, and impacts of a likely first
phase of Alternative M could be analyzed. The existing BNSF rail spur and railyard in the western part of the Shooks
Run corridor was relocated to a location north of railroad and east of El Paso Street.
Alternative M 1 & 2 (Figure 13)– Alternative M2 includes M1 features as well as the part of the project west of
Sahwatch Street, with key roadway and trail connections added in and near the Drake redevelopment site.
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Alternative O (Figure 15) – Alternative L was modified with the same Las Vegas Street realignment and rail
spur/railyard relocation as Alternative N, and this adapted alternative was labeled as Alternative O for Level 3
Screening.
Table 4 provides a planning level cost comparison of the four Level 3 Alternatives. Costs include estimates for design
and construction of bridge, railroad, roadway and other major project elements, including estimates for right-ofway, utilities and appropriate contingency factors. Cost worksheets are provided in Appendix D.
Table 4.
Alternative

Opinion of Probable Cost Comparison – Level 3 Alternatives
Estimated Cost*

Alternative M1

$42 Million

Alternative M2

$89 Million

Alternative N

$122 Million

Alternative O

$111 Million

*Note: Costs include construction, design, right-of-way, utilities
and contingency costs
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Figure 12.

Alternative M-1 Phase 1
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Figure 13.

Alternative M-2 Phases 1 & 2
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Figure 14.

Alternative N
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Figure 15.

Alternative O
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5.2

Process Overview

Level 3 Alternatives were evaluated using a screening process similar to the one used for Level 2 Screening. The
evaluation criteria and accompanying measures and screening questions used for Level 2 Screening were modified
based on lessons learned from Level 2 Screening and to support the more detailed Level 3 screening process. A total
of 32 criteria were used, including 14 Engineering criteria, 10 Financial criteria, and 8 Environmental and
Neighborhood criteria. Alternatives were evaluated by the Project Team, incorporating a combination of
quantitative and qualitative evaluations. A preferred alternative was identified by the City after two City Planning
Work Sessions followed by stakeholder committee, senior City staff, and other stakeholder input.

Definition of Terms
To accomplish the Level 3 Screening, definition of terms for the alternatives and their parts includes:
1) Level 3 Alternatives: These are the package of improvements that make each alternative complete per
the Project Planning Team’s recommendations. Additions to the alternatives defined during the Level 2
Screening process have been made by adding features identified during the multi-level screening process
related to the railroad, roadways, and trails. All these features form the base alternatives for the Level 3
Screening effort and were part of the alternative evaluation and cost comparison for Level 3 Screening.
2) Associated Components: These components are optional and will require a decision to be made in the
future concerning inclusion of these components in the preliminary design package and for the pursuit of
funding. They include roadway, rail spur or other features that are not required for the alternative and
were not included in the alternative cost comparison, but may be considered as “ala-carte” items that
could be added in future refinement, design, and funding project phases.
3) Refinements: These are modifications to the base alternatives that were not included in the alternative
evaluation during Level 3 Screening. Because the components in this group will not influence the selection
of a Preferred Alternative for the project, there is not a need to invest effort in them during the
alternatives screening effort. A few examples of refinements include: one railroad bridge from Tejon to
Nevada; realignment of Nevada and/or Tejon; roadway shoulders; and others.
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5.3

Level 3 Screening Results

5.3.1

Matrix Evaluation

Evaluations for each of the four alternatives under each of the 32 criteria are documented in the Detailed Screening
Matrix provided in Appendix E.
Table 5 is a Level 3 Summary Screening Matrix. This matrix extracts from the detailed matrix (Appendix E) the
differentiation among alternatives for each of the 32 criteria. For some criteria, there is clear distinction among
alternatives, for example Alternative M1 has considerably lower cost, right-of-way impacts, and regulatory obstacles
than other alternatives, so it clearly rates best for criteria 10, 11, 12 and 15. Conversely, all four alternatives could
support the City’s public transit objectives so criterion 5 is not a major differentiator.
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Table 5.

Level 3 Summary Screening Matrix
Screening Level 3 - Criteria Definitions

Project Goals &
Values

Criterion

Measure

Screening Questions

Evaluation Summary
Key Differentiators

(2) Road Function and Mobility

(1) Railroad Operations

Engineering Impacts and Benefits
(1) Improved Rail Operations

Rail Alignment design may accommodate higher
speeds, reduce superelevation, or improve
overall train operations; reduction of conflict
points between trains, vehicles, and pedestrians

Does this alternative appear to improve
railroad operations in comparison to the
existing rail configuration?

All alternatives improve rail operations by addressing the most severe railroad horizontal curve.
Alternative M Phase 1 provides the best horizontal alignment improvement but does not
eliminate at-grade crossings.
Alternative N eliminates the most severe horizontal curve and eliminates both existing at-grade
railroad/roadway crossings so it is also rated very good.

(2) Efficiency of Rail Maintenance
Activities

Rail alignment design improvements provided by
alternative, increased rail alignment curve radii,
potential creation of location for BNSF
maintenance staging area

Does this alternative provide potential for
reduction of rail maintenance or provide
opportunity for railroad maintenance
staging areas or roads?

All alternatives improve maintenance efficiency by improving horizontal alignments and
reducing track length associated with the railyard.
Alternatives N and M Phase 1 rate better than others due to less overall track length.
Alternative N rates best by eliminating both existing at-grade crossings in addition to its
reduction in track length.

(3) Road Geometric Design
Requirements

Adherence to current roadway design criterion
and guidelines

How well will the alternative meet roadway
design requirements and guidelines (vertical
& horizontal clearances, roadway grades,
intersection configurations, railroad
crossing alignments, etc.)?

All alternatives would meet current design criteria within the construction areas shown on
alternative figures, but they would not address some existing design deficiencies on road
segments within the study area.
Alternative N is rated the highest because it addresses the most existing deficiencies, including
ones on Las Vegas Street and it also eliminates two existing at-grade railroad crossings.
Alternative M Phase 1 is rated the lowest because the reduced project scope would address
fewer road geometries than other alternatives.

(4) Vehicular Connectivity

Opportunity for connectivity of the street grid

Does this alternative provide opportunities
to complete and expand the street grid?

All alternatives would create opportunities for additional connectivity by relocating the rail spur
and railyards in the eastern part of the project area.
Alternative M1 would not create significant additional opportunities.
Alternative O would create the greatest opportunities with North/South streets connected and
multiple connections to the Drake redevelopment site from the north, east and south.

(5) Public Transit

Compatibility and support of current and future
public transit

Is the alternative compatible and supportive
of: Front Range Commuter Rail? New transit
center? Bus rapid transit on Nevada or a
parallel street? Current bus service with
pedestrian connectivity?

All alternatives support future transit so this is not a key alternative differentiator.
All alternatives allow for a Commuter Rail Station and/or Transit Center in/near the Drake site;
Alternative N would most readily support a location west of the railroad and Alternatives M2
and O would most readily support a location east of the railroad.
All alternatives could accommodate bus rapid transit (BRT) on Nevada Avenue; Alternatives N
and O would also support a Weber Street BRT option.
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Table 5.

Level 3 Summary Screening Matrix
Screening Level 3 - Criteria Definitions

(3) Construction Impacts

(2) Road Function and
Mobility (continued)

Project Goals &
Values

Criterion

Measure

Screening Questions

Evaluation Summary
Key Differentiators

(6) Bicycle and Pedestrian Connectivity
and Conditions

Signal timing reduction, number crosswalks
added, number of missing sidewalk links added,
length of new bike lanes, ADA access
improvements

Does this concept enhance multimodal
capabilities by encouraging safe pedestrian/
bicycle movement?

Alternatives M 1&2, N and O all create the most opportunities with connectivity to and
through the Drake site and potential trail use of the existing rail corridor.
There may be a perceived negative impact of locating the rail adjacent to Fountain Creek Trail.

(7) Railroad and Multimodal Safety

Reduction in train, vehicle, and pedestrian
conflicts,
Improves pedestrian facilities crossing railroad
Ability to meet event traffic needs

Is there potential for fewer at-grade railroad
crossings and to address other existing
safety issues?

The primary differentiator for this criterion is that Alternative N would eliminate 2 at-grade
railroad crossings and Alternative O would eliminate 1.

(8) Property & Right of Way

The measure of this criteria was defined with six
perspectives to evaluate both the impacts and
effect on opportunities: Number of privately
held properties and homes/businesses that will
be impacted by alternative; Anticipated cost
estimate of the property required for this
alternative; Potential of the alternatives, via
impacts or limited access, to limit future potential
land use opportunities on the Drake property;
Consistency of changes to the existing railroad
with current City plans or potential opportunities;
Miscellaneous issues that either create impacts
or potential opportunities; Temporary
construction easement needs; and Estimated
ROW purchase value

What are this alternative's impacts to
private property and the built environment?
What is the anticipated cost of the right-ofway needed for this alternative?

The quantity and anticipated costs are the biggest differentiator for this criteria. All of the
alternatives addressed Drake and City Plans pretty well. Alternative M Phase 1 was the best
alternative since it had the lowest number of property impacts and lowest anticipated cost. This
was because the extents were the smallest of all the alternatives and therefore also addresses
the fewest number of community issues and needs.

Does the alternative have potential to limit
future land use potential for the Drake
property? Are the impacts or proposed
changes to existing railroad property
inconsistent with current City plans or
potential opportunities? Does it appear that
there will be a large number of temporary
construction easements needs for this
alternative?
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Alternative M Parts 1 & 2 is a mixture of negatives and positives. It has the greatest property
impact and anticipated costs, with an estimated 29 properties affected in addition to the 21 in
Alternative M Phase 1. It improves access to Drake but also splits the property with the rail
alignment. Since over half of the impacts are in Part 2, there is a positive since they may occur
many years in the future.
Alternatives N and O are in the middle because the property impacts and costs were balanced
by the improved situations at Drake.
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Table 5.

Level 3 Summary Screening Matrix
Screening Level 3 - Criteria Definitions

(3) Construction Impacts (continued)

Project Goals &
Values

Criterion

Evaluation Summary
Key Differentiators

Measure

Screening Questions

(9) Drainage, Channels and
Stormwater

Significance of potential impacts to channel
storm conveyance, storm drain system condition,
storm drain system age. Significance of potential
impacts or improvements to existing FEMA
Floodplains. Opportunity to address Regional
Water Quality needs (such as for Downtown).
Opportunity to address Regional Stormwater
Needs.

Does this alternative address existing
stormwater conveyance (surface and
underground) system inadequacy or
condition issues?
Does this alternative impact or improve any
existing Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) Floodplains?
Does this alternative provide opportunity to
improve Regional Water Quality (not just
meet requirements for project)?
Does this alternative provide opportunity to
address Regional Stormwater Needs?

The primary differentiator in this criteria is the potential impacts to floodplains, which is
indicated by the anticipated cost. The opportunity to include regional water quality and/or
stormwater improvement in the project is also a differentiator but did not impact the evaluation
as strongly. Necessary stormwater conveyance would be required as part of any alternative so it
was neutral in the evaluation.
Alternative M (Parts 1 & 2) was the best because it had a low floodplain impact/anticipated cost.
It also provided very good opportunities for regional water quality and regional stormwater
needs. Alternative M (Part 1 Only) received the lowest evaluation because it provided limited
opportunities for regional water quality and stormwater improvements.

(10) Utility Impacts

Impacts to existing utilities—specifically water
lines, gas facilities, electric lines, and sanitary
sewer (rated high/medium/low/no way
Anticipated planning level costs to address utility
impacts
(Note that limited information concerning the
magnitude of utility upgrades needed and
age/condition of those utilities was available for
this screening. As a result, the evaluation was
cursory for Level 3 Screening.)

Is there minimal impact (replacement or
improvements) to existing utilities?
What is the estimated utility relocation cost
required by this alternative?
Would deficient or end-of-life utilities be
replaced with this alternative?

The number and type of impacts to existing major utilities, and anticipated cost to address, were
the biggest differentiators for this criteria. There are some positives to the alternatives with
bigger impacts due to the opportunity for utility upgrades. These would be required as part of
the project instead of being able to be scheduled at optimum times or phased in smaller efforts.
Alternative M Phase 1 is BEST because it has far fewer utility impacts and anticipated costs. It
also does not preclude utility upgrades as separate efforts.
Alternative M (Part 1 & 2) also has advantages since implementation of Part 2 may be far in the
future and allow more time to coordinate City infrastructure and utility construction efforts.
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Table 5.

Level 3 Summary Screening Matrix
Screening Level 3 - Criteria Definitions

(4) Ease of Implementation

Project Goals &
Values

Criterion

Measure

Screening Questions

Evaluation Summary
Key Differentiators

(11) Restrictions/Regulatory Obstacles

Dorchester Park and Habitat for Humanity
Housing projects properties impacts
Floodplain impacts

Does this alternative avoid properties with
deed or other restrictions that would
challenge purchase?
Does it avoid regulated floodplains?

Alternative M Phase 1 has the fewest challenging properties to acquire right-of-way.
Alternatives N and O impacts to Dorchester Park are a significant differentiator for this criterion.
Alternatives N and O have potential effects on additional floodplains compared with
Alternatives M1 and M1 & 2. M2 has impacts to Habitat for Humanity Homes.

(12) Right-of-Way Acquisition
Complexity

Evaluate the type, owner, and complexity of
property acquisitions for each alternative.
Property acquisition processes and schedule
requirements add to the complexity of each
property acquisition by the City.

Are there property types that may need to
be acquired for this alternative that may
increase the complexity of property
purchase by the City? Are there other
issues, such as environmental issues, that
would increase the complexity of property
acquisition?

Railroad property acquisition adds complexity for all Alternatives.
Alternatives M Phase 2, N and O all have the most complex acquisition related to the Drake
Power Plan property.
Alternatives N and O add complexity related to Dorchester Park.

(13) Bridge Condition

Bridge condition (from inspection report)
estimated remaining service life of bridge. The
functional life of the Tejon Street Bridge is
nearing its end and the Nevada Avenue and
Railroad Bridge over Shooks Run are in fair
condition and appear to have at least 10 years of
remaining life.

How feasible is the alternative to address
the existing bridge condition and remaining
life issues within a reasonable timeframe?

The ability to address the bridge condition issues in a reasonable timeframe in Phase 1 is a major
advantage of the 2-phased Alternative M.
Conversely a major disadvantage of Alternatives N and O are that they are not readily phaseable
and their cost and implementation complexity likely add many years for their completion. The
BRISP would provide an emergency plan to address an early bridge failure.

(14) Phasing

Flexibility of overall project to be phased in
smaller efforts, duration of implementation
schedule

Can this project be phased in several
improvement projects? Can aging bridges
be replaced in an easily implementable
stand-alone phase?

Phasing is a key differentiator:
Alternative M can be constructed in phases, with Nevada and Tejon bridge replacements
implemented with a relatively moderate cost and relatively limited obstacles. Alternative M
Phase 2 can be implemented later in conjunction with the Drake redevelopment planning
process.
Alternatives N and O require most of the construction in a single phase, requiring a much more
costly project and overcoming more obstacles (Drake redevelopment planning and clean-up,
Dorchester Park issue resolution, and flood plain evaluation/mitigation) to accomplish Nevada
and Tejon bridge replacement.
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Table 5.

Level 3 Summary Screening Matrix
Screening Level 3 - Criteria Definitions

Project Goals &
Values

Criterion

Measure

Screening Questions

Evaluation Summary
Key Differentiators

(6) Funding and Economic Benefits

(5) Project Costs

Financial Impacts and Benefits
(15) Construction Costs

Conceptual cost estimate

How does the alternative's construction
cost compare to other alternatives? Does
the alternative add to or reduce costs for
associated projects?

At $42.0 million, Alternative M Phase 1 can be constructed and address the short-range bridge
condition needs for less than 40% of the cost of Alternatives N or O. This is in part due to
$25 million of other city improvement projects being addressed in Alternative N and O.
The total cost of Phases 1 and 2 of Alternative M are substantially less than Alternatives N and O
due to having less new rail length.

(16) Maintenance Costs

Areas of maintenance in addition to current
maintenance costs

Are the long-term maintenance expenses
relatively low/similar to existing?

All alternatives improve maintenance efficiency by improving horizontal alignments and
reducing track length associated with the railyard.
Alternatives M Phase 1 and Alternative N rate better than others due to less overall track length.
Alternative N rates best by eliminating both existing at-grade crossings in addition to its
reduction in track length.

(17) Railroad Funding Opportunities

Potential to develop a funding partnership with
the Railroads

Does this alternative provide benefits to the
railroad likely to lead to funding
partnerships?

Alternatives M Phase 1, N and O all bring benefits to the railroad that could lead to funding
partnerships. Partnership opportunities could provide a greater proportion of funding for
Alternative Phase 1 because of its lower construction cost.

(18) Financing Opportunities

Number or potential amount of traditional and
non-traditional opportunities to provide funding
for a rail project.

How likely is this alternative to attract
regional, federal, state and railroad funding?
Would it qualify for funding from additional
sources (e.g., health funds, green
infrastructure, economic development, etc.)?

Alternatives M Phase 2, N and O are more likely to attract additional funds due to their larger
purposes. Due to the substantially lower construction cost, RTA and traditional city, state and
federal funding sources are likely to be able to provide funding much sooner than other
alternatives. The 2-phase Alternative M provides the ability for Drake redevelopment
opportunities to mature and create alternative funding sources.

(19) Economic Benefits of
Development

Value of new development potential or increased
economic return of existing development

Does this alternative provide a tax or sales
increase return to the city by encouraging
higher value development?

Alternatives M2, N and O all create substantial potential benefits for the Drake site, with
Alternative O likely creating the greatest benefits.
Alternatives N and O create additional potential benefits in the Mill Street Neighborhood.
Alternative M1 creates only minor, localized benefits.

(20) Rail Economic Opportunities

Potential for the addition of or extension of a
siding along the railroad
Potential to accommodate future railyard track
consolidation at UP yard north of Cimarron
Potential to provide opportunity for addition of a
future mainline track
Potential to provide freight rail service to new
customers

Does this alternative provide opportunity
for the railroad to upgrade or add rail
facilities that may create improved rail
operations or more business opportunities?
Does it provide the opportunity for other
existing railroad issues to be addressed as
part of the project?

While Alternatives M1 and N appear to have the most potential for creating new rail economic
opportunities, there is a great deal of uncertainty around assessment of these opportunities.
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Table 5.

Level 3 Summary Screening Matrix
Screening Level 3 - Criteria Definitions

(7) Vitality of the City of Colorado Springs
and Neighborhood Resilience

Project Goals &
Values

Criterion

Measure

Screening Questions

Evaluation Summary
Key Differentiators

(21) Economic Vitality of Downtown

Improvement to connectivity and access within
and to Southern Downtown
Opportunity to provide additional access points
across the railroad property
Opportunity for improved aesthetics,
Opportunity to support tourism

May this alternative provide opportunity to
create development that achieves city goals
for a more vibrant downtown?
Does it improve the logic for routes and
wayfinding for visitors to Colorado Springs?
May this concept strengthen businesses and
create an attractive entrance to Downtown?

Alternative O rates highest in this category due to the most improved connectivity to the Drake
site and removing the rail corridor from the Mill Street and East Nevada neighborhoods.
Alternatives M2 and N also have connectivity benefits but not as great as Alternative O.

(22) Maintain or Improve
Transportation of Goods via the
Railroad

Impacts to long term existing freight rail service
Potential for improvement of long-term freight
rail service through Colorado Springs

Does this alternative appropriately facilitate
or improve the free flow of goods via the
railroad?

All alternatives improve rail freight service with mainline track improvements.

(23) Retain and Attract Businesses

Reinforce neighborhood character
Commercial corridor streetscape improvements
Commercial land use impacts
Commercial infill opportunities
Parking

Does this concept strengthen local
businesses?

The alternatives create similar impacts to existing commercial/industrial zoned properties.
Alternative O has the least impact that would challenge retaining valued businesses.
Alternative M1 has the least improvements that would attract new businesses. The addition of
access roads to the Drake site without at-grade rail crossings provides greater potential for
Alternative M2 and Alternative O to have potential for high-density commercial/mixed use
development.

(24) Discourage Resident
Displacement Due to Economic
Conditions

Increase of property value/taxes due to rail
improvements. Reduction in the number of deed
or rent controlled properties. Opportunities for
additional affordable housing

May this alternative contribute to
economics that maintain the affordability of
this neighborhood for current and lower
income residents? Does this alternative
retain affordable housing stock or create
opportunities for additions?

Alternative M1 has the least potential for increasing property values that could have implications
of economic displacement. Alternative M2 and Alternative N have different but similar results on
increasing property values. Alternative O enhances development potential the greatest and thus
is most likely to have implications of economic displacement. However, more large tracts of land
held by the City could become affordable housing in Alternative O.
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Table 5.

Level 3 Summary Screening Matrix
Screening Level 3 - Criteria Definitions

Project Goals &
Values

Criterion

Measure

Screening Questions

Evaluation Summary
Key Differentiators

(9) Cultivate Neighborhood Character

(8) Enhance the Quality of
Life for Residents

Environmental and Neighborhood Impacts and Benefits
(25) Community Safety

Rail as a barrier or unsanctioned pedestrian
corridor

Could this alternative have the potential to
address crime prevention through design?

Alternatives N and O rate best for this criterion of improving community safety by relocating the
railroad out of the neighborhoods.

(26) Rail Noise Reduction

Decibels of noise from rail for residential and
commercial properties (complexity with HUD
funded housing and public places impacts)

Does this alternative contribute to public
health in terms of noise?

All alternatives would reduce noise by creating a quiet zone.
Alternatives N and O would reduce noise impacts for Mill Street and East Nevada
neighborhoods.

(27) Air Quality

# of residents and businesses adjacent to the rail
corridor (point source air quality)

Does this alternative contribute to
improved public health in terms of air
quality?

Relocation of freight rail to the south in Alternatives N and O may have an improvement in air
quality for residents and commercial properties.

(28) Hazardous Materials

Qualitative evaluation of the potential for each
alternative to encounter hazardous materials due
to its construction area.

What is the potential that existing
hazardous material contamination will be
encountered by this alternative?

Alternative M1 impacts the least amount of ground area and does not encounter the Drake site.
Alternatives M2, N, and O all have strong potential to encounter hazardous material on the
Drake site.

(29) Small Homes and Housing
Character

# of housing units for acquisition
Housing types impacted

Does this alternative preserve residential
structures?

Alternative N and O have the fewest impacts to residential properties. Number of residential
properties to be acquired is a major negative differentiator for Alt M2 and to a lesser extent M1.

(30) Historic Structure and Design
Elements Restoration/Preservation

# of historic resources that would be
destroyed/relocated/damaged due to alignment

Does this alternative preserve historic
resources/structures?

Alternatives N and O alignment do not have impact to properties that are likely to be a historic
resource. Alternative M1 may impact as many as 11 structures or properties that could be
historic resources over 100 years old. Alternative M2 is the worst with up to 19 structures or
properties impacted that are over 100 years old.

(31) Neighborhood Identification
Features (Gateways)

Potential for rail bridge to serve as a gateway
feature to highlight area history

Is the rail bridge located in a suitable
position to serve as a gateway feature? Can
urban design features help represent area
history related to the rail?

No major differentiator as gateway design can be accommodated in Alternatives M1 +M2, N
and O. Stakeholders may have a preference for different locations.

(32) Community Cohesion: Access to
Key Amenities and Public Places

Removal of physical barriers to social connectivity
and neighborhood identity. Improved multimodal
connectivity to parks and trails; community
services and key amenities

Does this alternative connect people to
each other and their neighborhood?

Rail as a physical barrier to neighborhood connectivity is most reduced in Alternative O and
Alternative N. Alternative O has the best ability to provide regional trail connectivity, create a
park central to the neighborhood, and ability to connect the Drake site to the neighborhood.
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5.3.2

Identification of Preferred Alternative

Table 6.

Table 6 provides a concise summary of the major advantages and disadvantages of the four alternatives and a
summary of the key differentiation that resulted in the identification of Alternative M Part 1 (Alternative M1) as the
Preferred Alternative. Alternative M1 was selected as the Preferred Alternative to advance into the refinement and
design phases of the project for three key reasons. Alternative M1:


Is the most affordable and easily implementable alternative to achieve the fundamental project need for the
timely replacement of the Nevada Avenue and Tejon Street railroad underpasses



Has the smallest footprint resulting the least property impacts



Can be most readily phased: additional improvements can be shaped after planning for the Drake
redevelopment, commuter rail, and other planning efforts mature

Topic Area

Ease of
Implementation

Although Alternatives N and O would have advantages under some environmental and neighborhood criteria, these
advantages could not overcome the distinct disadvantages of much higher costs, the need to construct the
alternatives in a single phase, and the environmental and regulatory obstacles that would hinder the ability to
implement needed bridge replacements in a timely way.
Table 6.
Topic Area
Railroad Operations

Level 3 Screening – Summary of Key Differentiators
Advantaged
Alternative(s)

Disadvantaged
Alternative(s)

M1

Road Function and
Mobility
O

M1
Construction
Impacts

--

--

N, O

--

M 1&2

Advantaged
Alternative(s)

Disadvantaged
Alternative(s)

M1

--

M 1&2

--

--

N&O

M1

--

M 1&2

--

--

N&O

Project Costs

N eliminates both at-grade RR crossings, O eliminates
one.

N, O
--

Differentiator

Level 3 Screening – Summary of Key Differentiators

Least street, trail and multimodal connection
opportunities to the Drake site. Maintains 2 at-grade rail
crossings.
Best street, trail and multimodal connectivity to the
largest land area on the Drake site. Eliminates 1 at-grade
rail crossing.
Smallest footprint has the least property impacts (21
total), including 6 residential (3 total acquisitions),
moderate floodplain impacts, and fewest utility impacts
Moderate property impacts (about 40 total), including 5
residential (no total acquisitions), large floodplain
impacts, and large utility impacts
Most property impacts (50 total), including 34
residences (22 total acquisitions), moderate floodplain
impacts, and moderate utility impacts

M 1&2

--

O

--

O

--

M 1&2, O

M1

Funding and
Economic Benefits

Vitality and
Resilience

N, O

--

M1

M2, N, O

Quality of Life
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Differentiator
M1 can be implemented with far less cost, right-of-way
complexity, and regulatory hurdles than other
alternatives. Best opportunity to address bridge
condition in a timely manner.
M2 can be shaped and implemented after Drake
redevelopment and plans and environmental
investigation mature. Alternative can be easily phased.
Impacts to Habitat for Humanity residents may add
complexity to property acquisitions.
Combination of Drake and Dorchester Park impacts add
regulatory complexity to property acquisition.
Challenging to address bridge condition in a timely
manner. Alternatives must be implemented in very large
single phase.
Cost for a project to replace the Nevada and Tejon
underpasses is $42M compared with $120M and $111M
for N and O.
Combined cost of M 1&2 at $89M is less than N or O due
to less new railroad construction.
Combined cost of $120M and $111M for N and O.
Ability to fund Phase 1 in short-range and seek
additional funding partnerships for Phase 2 is a major
advantage of M.
O would likely create the greatest opportunities in the
Drake site, therefore would have the greatest long-term
funding potential.
O has the greatest contributions to economic vitality of
downtown due to connectivity enhancements and
redevelopment potential.
O has the least impact that would challenge retaining
valued businesses. M 1&2 and O have potential for
high-density commercial/mixed use development.
M1 has the least improvements that would attract new
businesses.
N and O relocate the rail alignment farther from the
Lowell and Mill Street neighborhoods, giving these
neighborhoods a noise reduction and air quality benefit.
Hazardous materials: M1 impacts the least amount of
ground area and does not encounter the Drake site.
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Table 6.
Topic Area

Level 3 Screening – Summary of Key Differentiators
Advantaged
Alternative(s)

Disadvantaged
Alternative(s)

N, O

M 1&2

O, N

--

Neighborhood
Character

5.3.3

Differentiator
O and N are advantaged in small homes/character
retention.
Alternative M 1&2 anticipated that 34 residential
properties will be impacted, 22 may require full
acquisition. Two of these homes are held by Habitat for
Humanity and up to 19 structures on properties that are
over 100 years old.
Rail as a physical barrier to neighborhood connectivity is
most reduced in O and N that contribute to community
cohesion. O has the best ability to provide regional trail
connectivity and ability to connect the Drake site to the
neighborhood.

Associated Components

Associated Components are improvements that are not included as part of the core alternatives that were evaluated
in Level 3 Screening but are related improvements that could be considered in conjunction with implementation of a
core alternative. These components are optional and will require a decision to be made in the future concerning
inclusion of these components in the preliminary design package and for the pursuit of funding. They include
roadway, rail spur or other features that are not required for the alternative but may be associated with
alternatives. These would be ala-carte items that could be added or could be excluded from the future design and
funding project phases. Appendix F lists 22 improvements identified as potential Associate Components. In addition
to a description of each, Appendix F provides an assessment of which of the four Level 3 alternatives each
component is compatible with and an initial indication of whether the component has high potential to be
considered for inclusion with the project as it proceeds into the design and funding phase.
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6.

REFI NEMENT OF PREFERRED ALTERNATI VE

The final step in the planning phase of the project is refinement of the Preferred Alternative. The refinement
includes two steps:


Refine the Preferred Alternative M1 that emerged from Level 3 Screening to specify the railroad, roadway
and other features that will be included in the preliminary design phase of the project.



Two future phase options that are presented as potential longer-range improvements that may be
considered as planning in the study area, particularly for the Drake Power Plant site, proceeds.

6.1

Refinement of Core Preferred Alternative

The purpose of this core alternative refinement is to identify the specific project elements that will be included in
the preliminary design phase of the project. By developing preliminary designs and accompanying cost estimates,
the City will be able to create packages of improvements to include in City budgeting, interagency agreements, and
funding applications. Figure 16 shows the core Preferred Alternative (Alternative M1). Following are descriptions of
major railroad, roadway, drainage, utility and other features of the Preferred Alternative.
Railroad Feature Overview
Railroad Realignment: The extent of the railroad mainline double track realignment in this alternative would be
between Sahwatch Street and El Paso Street. This alternative would shift the rail alignment slightly to the south and
eliminate the curves in the existing rail alignment between Sierra Madre and Weber Street. The Nevada Avenue and
Tejon Street underpasses would be relocated to the new alignment. Reconstruction of the railroad would also
include a new rail bridge over the Shooks Run waterway.
Railroad Typical Section: The existing railroad typical section would be improved by increasing the distance between
the mainline and siding tracks to 20 feet. It has been assumed that removal of all the existing rail features in the
existing rail property not being used for track is included in this Alternative.
Spur and Railyard Relocation: Relocation of the BNSF Railroad spur and railyard north of the mainline to a new
location between Shooks Run and El Paso Street will be considered for inclusion in the preliminary design for the
project in coordination with the BNSF Railroad.
Quiet Zone Improvements: The existing at-grade railroad crossings at Sierra Madre Street, Las Animas Street, and
Conejos Street would be upgraded to be consistent with Quiet Zone Crossing requirements to address safety and
noise issues in this part of the rail corridor. Minor improvement would be made to address sidewalk and other
deficiencies on Sierra Madre Street between Mill and Las Animas streets and on Las Animas Street between Conejos
and Sierra Madre streets.
Existing Railroad Property: The future ownership and use of existing railroad property that will no longer be used
for rail will be determined in discussions between the City and railroad during the project design phase. The City may
assume ownership of all or part of the property for uses including trail, park, utility corridor, access road, drainage or
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transition to private ownership. The UP Railroad may retain ownership of all or part of the property for uses
including maintenance or as a utility corridor would be reused by the City.
Roadway Feature Overview
Reconstruction of the existing railroad bridges and portions of Tejon Street and Nevada Avenue would address
existing safety issues at the location of the new rail bridges. The Tejon and Nevada improvements would require
roadway reconstruction for one block. The existing inadequate vertical clearances under the railroad, for both the
Tejon Street and Nevada Avenue roadways, would be addressed by lowering the streets slightly as needed. The
lowering would extend for approximately one block between Mill Street and Fountain Boulevard and would
represent relatively minor changes to the existing roadway grades. The length of the rail bridges would
accommodate wider future roadway typical sections at Tejon Street (96 feet) and Nevada Avenue (108 feet). There
may be incidental reconstruction of short portions of the cross-streets north and south of the existing railroad
underpass. Sidewalk improvements will be included along Nevada Avenue and Tejon Street to address current
deficiencies.
Drainage & Utility Feature Overview
Drainage: The major drainage improvement in this alternative is replacement of the existing rail bridge over Shooks
Run waterway to accommodate the future ultimate channel configuration defined by the Envision Shooks Run
Facilities Master Plan. Widening and transition of the existing channel is included in this alternative, but the
approach will be to reconstruct into an interim configuration that will also accommodate an interim configuration of
the Shooks Run Trail. Additional water quality and floodplain improvements in the Shooks Run and Fountain Creek
floodplains will be included as required by the project. This may include grading and necessary transitions near the
bridge and trails. Replacement of the Las Vegas Street bridge over Shooks Run is not part of this alternative. The City
may consider including additional improvements as defined in the Associated Components.
Utilities: The same types of reconstruction of existing utilities, both public (CSU) and private will also be included as
required by the project.
Overview of Other Alternative Features & Options
There are a few additional features of this alternative. The first is accommodation of the Shooks Run Trail between
the Old Stone Rail Bridge and Fountain Creek. Another is reconstruction or re-establishment of access to the
properties that currently are accessed by alleys along the south side of the existing rail alignment. It is likely that the
alley will be impacted by the proposed rail realignment and the access that the alley provides will need to be
addressed as part of the project.
Summary List of Features


Two New Railroad Bridges at Tejon Street and Nevada Avenue



New Rail Mainline Double Track Realignment



BNSF Railroad Spur & Yard Reconstruction/Relocation
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Improvements to existing Sierra Madre, Las Animas and Conejos at-grade Railroad Crossings to create a
Quiet Zone



Create a north-south collector street through the Drake site, connecting between Las Vegas Street on the
south to a new intersection with Cimarron Street. The new Cimarron Street intersection could be a
full-movement signalized intersection or a partial movement unsignalized intersection.



Reconstruction of Railroad Bridge over the Shooks Run waterway



Nevada Avenue and Tejon Street Reconstruction as required for bridge replacements and to address
sidewalk deficiencies



Additional new or improved collector and local streets to enhance Drake area circulation are shown at Sierra
Madre Street, Conejos Street and Moreno Street.



Water quality, floodplain and utility improvements as required for project





Accommodate Shooks Run Trail Connection between Old Stone Rail Bridge and Fountain Creek

Explore possibilities for pedestrian grade-separated crossings of South Tejon Street and South Nevada
Avenue within the rail corridor to connect to the proposed Shooks Run trail system.



Provide Property Access as required for railroad realignment and bridge replacement



Vacant or underutilized parcels to the north of the existing rail tracts to be relocated have potential for
examination of redevelopment potential and/or better urban design to encourage greater utilization similar
to the surrounding residential and commercial uses.

6.2

Future Phase Options

The primary reasons for the selection of Alternative M1 as the Preferred Alternative are:


It is the most affordable, easily implementable, and least impactful alternative for replacement of the
Nevada and Tejon railroad bridges.



It can be phased after the core alternative is implemented; it allows the City to shape additional
improvements after planning for the Drake site redevelopment, Front Range commuter rail, and other
planning initiatives have matured.

Two future phase options are presented here as potential longer-range improvements that may be considered as
planning in the study area, particularly for the Drake site, proceeds.

6.2.1

Enhanced Street and Trail Connectivity

This future phase option (see Figure 17) would leave the existing railroad alignment in place west of the Preferred
Alternative and would provide access to the Drake site via an overpass and additional street connections. Key
features with this option could include:


A Rio Grande Street overpass that would be a complete street accommodating automobiles, bicycles, and
pedestrians. The Rio Grande Street alignment was selected for the overpass due to its continuity to the east
and proximity to the Switchback Stadium and other planned development.



The Rio Grande Street overpass would allow Las Animas Street to be closed at the railroad, as this is not as
desirable of an access point into the Drake site once redeveloped.



The planned at-grade quiet zone compatible railroad crossing at Sierra Madre Street, shown on Figure 16, to
remain in place, including improved connectivity of pedestrian crossings. However, improvements to a
grade-separated crossing could be considered to improve access and safety and eliminate what would be
the last remaining at-grade railroad crossing in the area. It is also possible that future planning would result
in closure of the Sierra Madre crossing replaced by a crossing at another location.



Remove the existing Drake Rail Spur along the west side of the Drake site.



Provide new trail connection to the Fountain Creek Greenway Trail through the Drake site. Potentially
connect to the Bear Creek Trail to the Fountain Creek Greenway Trail as a future trail project.
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Specific alignments and characteristics of these new and enhanced street and trail connections would be planned
along with redevelopment planning for the Drake site and surrounding neighborhood. The enhanced access to the
site and mobility would create opportunities for a range of potential new land uses such as a commuter rail station
and/or mixed use development in the central and northern part of the site, open space/recreational opportunities in
the western edge of the site, and residential uses in the southern part of the site.

6.2.2

Railroad Realignment

The second future phase option (see Figure 18) would implement a rail realignment through the Drake site, similar
to the one envisioned in Alternative M2. In addition to the rail relocation, key features of this option could include:


Remove the existing Drake Rail Spur along the west side of the Drake site.



Create a north-south collector street through the Drake site, connecting between Las Vegas Street on the
south extending under Cimarron Street to El Camino Road.



Add new complete street connections into the Drake site on Rio Grande Street, Las Animas Street, and
Fountain Boulevard.



Provide a grade-separated trail connection under the relocated railroad to the Fountain Creek Greenway Trail.



Construct quiet zone compatible at-grade railroad crossing at the extension of Rio Grande Street.



Construct a quiet zone compatible at-grade railroad crossing or a grade-separated crossing at Sierra Madre
Street.



Improvements to Conejos Street and Sierra Madre Street south of Las Animas Street.

Like the first future phase option, specific alignments and characteristics of these new and enhanced street and trail
connections would be planned along with redevelopment planning for the Drake site and surrounding
neighborhood. The relocation of the railroad from the eastern edge of the Drake site would create excellent
connectivity for the approximately 30 acres of developable land in the Drake property and current rail corridor. This
would create opportunities for land uses such as a commuter rail station and/or mixed-use development. Open
space/parks could be interspersed to relate to the Fountain Creek Trail Greenway and to separate residential uses
from the transmission substation if it remains.
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Figure 16.

Preferred Alternative
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Figure 17.

Future Phase Option 1 - Enhanced Street and Trail Connectivity
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Figure 18.

Future Phase Option 2 – Alternative M2 Railroad Realignment
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APPENDI X A.
City of Colorado Springs
Nevada Tejon
City Planning Work Session #1

CITY PLANNI NG WORKI NG GROUP MEETI NG
SUMMARI ES
10/11/2018

During the Nevada Tejon project, the Mill Street Neighborhood Master Plan would be recognized and the
goals of that plan would be honored by both the consultant team and City. Note that it may be necessary to
perform some evaluation of the other planning efforts and their potential impact to the Mill Street
Neighborhood.
Options

QUESTIONS FOR THE CITY
1) We are currently obtaining additional information about planning efforts near or within the proposed planning
boundary for this project. Several of these planning efforts are being conducted by others and do not currently
appear to have schedules that will provide information about the plans that can be used for this project. The
more significant studies and our initial recommendations are as follows:
a) Drake Power Plant Decommissioning – CSU is currently developing a plan for the decommissioning of the
power plant. However, based on information available to date, they are not focusing on future land use for
this property. In addition, it sounds as if it is likely that there will be a planning effort for the power plant
property future land use within the next 6–9 months. Based on the combination of these two factors, it does
not appear that there will be adequate information to clearly understand the implications of this item.
Initial Recommendation – Consider the potential range of future land uses for the area where the power
plant is currently located. Develop a high, medium, low range of land use options and evaluate how each
option would influence the rail corridor and transportation system (multimodal) in the project area. Use this
to define the potential effect of future land use may have on the rail and transportation system. Use this
information to provide background for City decisions concerning how to address the rail corridor and
transportation system in the Nevada Tejon project area.
Options – Obtain more information about the power plant decommissioning. This is appropriate prior to
moving forward with the initial recommendation.
b) Mill Street Neighborhood Plan – The Mill Street Neighborhood Plan is focused on helping the neighborhood
maintain and improve their identity. The combination of the powerplant, soccer stadium, and other
proposed land use changes in the area appear to be creating the potential for gentrification and/or
significant changes in land use in this area. This is currently creating issues with the City’s attempts to
complete the Mill Street Neighborhood Master Plan due to proposed changes to the boundaries of that
plan. The reasons for these proposed changes include the proposed Soccer Stadium, Lowell Development,
and others.
Initial Recommendation – Since the Mill Street Neighborhood Master Plan development has been in
progress and is currently nearing completion, we recommend the City focuses on completing the plan. One
suggested addition to the plan is a section recognizing the potential future planning and land use changes
adjacent to and within the current master plan boundary. This section would recognize the issues and could
define how the Mill Street Master Plan would be addressed as these other efforts become more defined.
Appendix A-1

•

Hold the Mill Street Neighborhood Master Plan efforts until the other planning and land use change
efforts in the are more defined. It feels like this could be a 1 to 2 year hold on moving the Mill Street
Master Plan forward.

•

Redefine the Mill Street Neighborhood and surrounding area as “South Downtown.” This may or may
not be consistent with potential future land use discussions that have already occurred.

c) Commuter Rail in Colorado Springs – It appears that there is serious effort being invested in development of
commuter rail in Colorado. Although the effort warrants consideration of commuter rail potentially in the
study area, it does not appear that the studies will advance far enough to identify a potential station
location in Colorado Springs.
Initial Recommendation – Consider the concept of future commuter rail and a station in or near the study
area. However, the proposed approach will be to not exclude the future opportunity. This will be a bit of a
challenge since one of the focuses of the project is definition of the rail corridor in the future.
Options – Meet with Craig Blewitt, Jill Gaebler, and Chelse Gaylord to discuss the commuter rail planning in
more detail and define an approach after that meeting.
Please provide your thoughts about our initial recommendations for how to address these studies during the
Nevada Tejon project planning effort.
2) Planning Boundaries & Influences – Please confirm the project boundary and influences defined by the project
team to date. These were presented in DRAFT form during the Project Initiation Meeting on 9/22/2018 and
again during this meeting (including adjustments from the previous meeting’s input).
3) Quiet Zone – During the City Project Initiation meeting, a suggestion was made to include the quiet zone
development effort in the project efforts. Per discussions within the consultant project team, this had already
been identified as something included in the project efforts due to the significance of the railroad in this project.
Please let us know if you concur with this approach.
4) Mountain METRO Bus Rapid Transit – Please confirm the current status of the plan for Bus Rapid Transit on
Nevada Avenue and provide additional information concerning the configuration of the bus rapid transit
facilities desired by the City.
5) Future Planning Effort Transition – The approach proposed by the consultant project team was to develop a
document at the end of the Nevada Tejon project’s planning effort. The document would be a resource for
future planning efforts in and around this project’s area. It would also clearly identify either the railroad corridor
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improvements needed or provide a short list of improvements along the railroad corridor to be evaluated and
defined in future planning efforts. Please confirm this approach and/or provide any thoughts concerning
challenges that may be encountered as the proposed planning approach is implemented.
6) Component Recommendations and Adjustments – As part of this meeting the project team has developed an
initial group of alternative elements that will form the core for defining alternatives for the project area. Please
confirm that the elements are appropriate or provide recommendations for adjustments.

MEETI NG MINUTES
CITY PLANNING WORK SESSION B
Friday, December 14, 2018
10:00 PM to 11:30 PM
ATTENDANCE:
AGENDA:

City Administration Building
30 South Nevada Street, #401
Conference Room 401 Large

See Attachment
See Attachment

3. INFLUENCES UPDATE
Lisa Bachman gave an update on public engagement. The update included the following:
•
•
•
•

One-on-one meetings completed, scheduled, and meetings yet to be scheduled.
Key findings and takeaways for the one-on-one meetings completed so far.
Summary of Stakeholder Meeting #1
A review of the community stakeholder list

4. RANGE OF ALTERNATIVES, ELEMENTS, & COMPONENTS
Project team reviewed and discussed with City staff the alternatives. Alternatives were divided into four categories:
baseline alternatives, railroad conceptual alternative & potential future opportunities, railroad alignment
alternatives, and roadway alternatives.
5. SCREENING LEVEL 1 – FATAL FLAW SCREENING
Project team worked through the screening of alternatives and the project team’s recommendation to eliminate,
further consider, or retain the alternative. The following describes decisions and questions from this discussion.
•
•

•
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Baseline Alternatives – The City agreed that the No Build and the reconstruction of the bridges in current
railroad and roadway configuration should be eliminated as alternatives.
Railroad Conceptual Alternatives & Potential Future Opportunities – City staff agreed that relocating rail
out of downtown as an alternative should be eliminated as it is beyond the scope of the study. Underground
and elevating rail are practicable alternatives and should be eliminated. The City agreed that Commuter Rail
Service and Hyperloop should be kept as future considerations primarily because of the need to preserve
the existing rail right-of-way.
Railroad Alignment Alternatives – The following discussion and conclusions occurred during the review of
the rail alternatives:
- Any alignments that shift north of the current right-of-way should be eliminated due to impacts. As
a result, Alternative 7 was eliminated from further consideration. Alternatives 3 and 6 were
discussed as possibly being eliminated due to the north alignment shift. It was suggested that these
alternatives could be retained if they were revised to stay in the right-of-way.
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•

Alternative 8 (Las Vegas) alignment was also dropped due to impacts and conflicts with the Drake
substation.
- The major shifts to the south (Alternatives 9 and 10) were discussed in the context of whether the
project team should be considering such a drastic change in the rail alignment. It was noted that as
the alignments were shown there were impacts to Fountain Creek and the connection back to the
alignment paralleling Las Vegas Street would require an at-grade Las Vegas crossing.
Roadway Alternatives – The five roadway alternatives were discussed briefly. Alternative 2 (one-way pairs)
and Alternative 4 (close Tejon) were eliminated. The other three roadway alternatives were recommended
to be retained and further evaluated as part of the Level 2 screening effort.
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6. DRAFT ALTERNATIVES FOR PLANNING AREA
Project team presented the list of alternative components for the planning area. These are ideas and concepts that
don’t address the purpose and need for the project but could be part of an alternative if needed to complete
roadway, utility, and multimodal aspects of an alternative.
There was no time left in the meeting to discuss or to review these components.
7. FUTURE SCREENING
The project team introduced briefly Level 2 screening and presented Level 2 screening criteria. The Level 2 screening
criteria are group in three categories: Technical Criteria, Community Values Criteria, and Economic Vitality Criteria.
8. NEXT PLANNING STEPS
Based on the discussions, questions, and conclusions from the meeting, the following next steps will be undertaken
by the project team to close out Level 1 screening.
•

•
•

A quick look at alignments and profiles for Alternatives 1, 5, and 9. This effort will provide some information
about alignment and profile issues that will be needed for the Level 2 screening effort and to close out the
Level 1 screening.
- Alternative 1 represents the alternative in existing railroad right-of-way.
- Alternative 5 represents the group of alternatives that shift the railroad slightly to the south without
impacting properties to the north of the railroad right-of-way.
- Alternative 9 represents the two alignments that shift the roadway significantly to the south.
Additional analysis is needed here to railroad profile relative to Tejon and Nevada corridors and the
practicability of tying this new alignment back into the existing alignment along Las Vegas Street.
Advance remaining roadway alternatives in design to understand profiles and typical section impacts.
With the information gained from this further investigation of these alternatives, the project team will
proceed with the following tasks:
- Finalize the Level 1 screening to determine which of the railroad alignments will be eliminated.
- Reorganize railroad alignments into a new set of railroad alignments to be evaluated in Level 2
screening.
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City Planning Work Session C
Friday, March 8, 2019 – 10 am - noon
City Administration Building, 4th FL Conference Room
30 South Nevada, Colorado Springs
Aaron Egbert
Tom Anzia
Lisa Bachman
Todd Frisbie
Dan Krueger

Elliot Sulsky
Anna Laybourn
Ryan Tefertiller
Brian Vitulli

Carl Schueler
Matt Fitzsimmons
Tim Roberts
Britt Hayley
Karen Palus

MEETING SUMMARY
Tom presented the goals for the meeting and reviewed Screening Level 1 conclusions summary, then presented the
Level 2 Screening Criteria and each of the Alternatives under consideration.
Questions/Comments on Alternatives:
Ryan: mentioned a question from the Developer Meeting held March 6 in which a developer asked couldn’t we keep
the elevation of the bridges as they are and just restrict trucks? Similar question about maximum grades on Tejon
and Nevada. Tom said he has captured those notes and will include it in the BRISP (Bridge Replacement Incident
Scenario Plan) to reexamine these standards and how Alternative H street reconstruction could be reduced with
modified standards.
Tim: when reconstructing a multi-million dollar project, we’d want to do it right. The next City Rail coordination
meeting is May 21. We’ll present the plans at this point and get a sense of what their preference is
Carl: You are getting rid of the double curve, but you still have the curve by Drake.
Tom: Goal of alternatives “K through M” is keeping the degree of curvature close to what’s there now. The curve at
the Tejon Bridge is one degree sharper than the long sweeping curve around Drake there now. We are trying not to
make the curve any more severe than what is there now but eliminating the one-degree sharper curve. With “L” you
can’t reverse the curves that soon. As soon as you start shifting the rail west of Conejos there is impact.
Tim: Las Vegas Street is an important corridor for access to I-25, and when I-25 has a closure Las Vegas is an
alternative route for incident management. Business along the corridor will have an issue with the “L” alternative”
routing of Las Vegas. Tim: I will get you the Las Vegas St. project mailing list to include them in the three public
meetings you plan to have at the three Alt Option Areas.
Dan: K and L show two options to route Las Vegas and make the railroad crossings more square. Tom: We will revisit
routing and crossings for Las Vegas with K and L if they are passed into the next screening level.
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With Alt “M”, Aram with CSU says, “of the 60 acres available at Drake Power Plan, we would like to have 40
contiguous acres…”

Tim: All the alternatives should have the alignment on the inside of Conejos and Sierra Madre to address the Las
Vegas Street issue.

But the project team hasn’t identified 40 contiguous acres, so if CSU needs 40 acres, that’s all the available land,
including the transmission substation and internal circulation.

Each of the City staff provided summary comments on the alternatives presented and the screening process:

Tim: With Alt “M”, instead of extending Conejos due south through Drake, extend it to the west of the rail through
the Drake property and tie it to Las Vegas. This would eliminate a railroad crossing and provide access for the
western part of the Drake site.

Carl: Look at all the advantages of all the alternatives. Lowest cost and right-of-way makes a strong case for “H” – it
would be OK to eliminate H but we would need to make a strong case that it is not a cost saving or that it does not
work.
If phase 1 of Alt M is in fact as good as I and J, OK to retain Alt M instead of I/J.

Dan: We’ve tried to go with minimal changes to the roadway since the mission of the project is to replace the
bridges. We’ll look at adding this connection either as part of the alternative or as a complementary roadway
improvement.

Favors retaining a southern alternative – K or L or a hybrid. Would rather not take alternatives out before they’re
fully vetted.

Dan: The screening process moved Alternatives H, I/J, K/L and M forward into Level 2.

Regarding noise, wondering if higher railroad speeds create greater noise impacts similar to the way traffic speed on
the interstate increases noise.

We analyzed each against the Level 2 Screening Criteria based on topics of:
•
•
•

Ryan: Keep a southern alignment alternative in. Las Vegas already has a 90 degree turn; trucks from the east are
generally turning north or south, so we’d only be adding 2 more turns, which, considering this isn’t a direct access to
the interstate like a ramp, would that really be an issue for the trucks?

Engineering Impacts and Benefits
Financial Impacts and Benefits
Community and Environmental Impacts and Benefits

Matt: Like “K” the best, but don’t know all the implications, like the park. How would it: isolate a part of town,
unravel the Mill Street area, impact future development of Drake, segregate it from Mill Street, or wrap it around?
Don’t know which will be better for all these implications.

Questions/Comments on Screening:
Ryan: Are Alternatives I/J and K/L similar enough that they were evaluated together?
They were evaluated independently first, but we’ve discussed whether we have the basis for eliminating I/J. For K/L
there is still a lot of nuance. If we retain this south alternative we’ll need to evaluate options more closely and refine
into one or maybe two southern option alternatives for Level 3 screening.
Carl: When considering project cost, it seems you’re removing the less expensive alternatives? People will be
interested in the difference. In addition to construction costs and property impacts, there is also a “political process
cost” to consider.
Britt: Is lower cost considered an opportunity? Response from Anna…Yes. There are a lot of opportunities, but
maybe they should not be weighted as heavily as they are. Some options might create other funding opportunities,
opportunities for economics and for how they operate.
Tom: Alternative “H” may stay, but it definitely will remain in the BRISP process. We could do a “Level 2B” process
with more detailed analysis of Alt H roadway costs and impacts and retain for Level 3 screening if it is clearly the
lowest cost alternative.
Elliot: Alt M was developed to be similar to I/J for the Phase 1 eastern part but be adaptable to Phase 2 realignment
in the western part with future Drake site redevelopment. An option is to retain Alt M with Phase 1 being the “slight
shift” alternative instead of I/J.
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If it comes down to cost, “J” is the cheapest as you can reconstruct while the operation of the train can keep going.
Royer crossing could be reopened with “K”; now can cut down the embankment with no rail there opening up
access to this whole side of town; a lot use it to cut through. “K” allows it to reopen.
Transmission Substation is sliced on “K.” Is that even allowed… Tom: we will refine that.
“L” comparison to “M” - some combination is beneficial.
“K” on west end, staying in front of the power plant, if we swing south.
Development along Conejos is developed to have a train next to it (the worse place to be).. if you move it might
have to totally redevelop and then make a new frontage of a train.
Tom: We’re hearing there is purpose/benefit to retaining the south alternatives and incorporate many of the
comments from the meeting participants.
Britt: “L” vs. “K,” from a trail perspective, “L” has the most impacts to the Pikes Peak Greenway Trail… The
experience we are wanting with Legacy Loop is for festivals, Runs, 5Ks, 10Ks.
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Does help with Shooks Run connection around Las Vegas St connection, which is a challenge now. There is an
opportunity to enhance wetlands along Shooks Run. “K”, because the alignment with Drake has less impact to the
Pikes Peak Greenway Trail, same opportunity using closed embankment for another loop opportunity.
Campers Village property could be made stunning, but impacted by an active rail line, probably less stunning.
“M” doesn’t help with Shooks Run and less impact on Greenway trail.
“J” (Phase 1 “M”), future park interest in Drake site, wanting to have trail connections, less impactful to those future
opportunities from a Parks perspective.
“J” limited “rail to trail” opportunity.
From a long-term perspective, the connection of Legacy Loop has been on the plans v. adding a new “rails to trails”
line that removes the rail from where it is now as an opportunity.
Tim: What if you bring the trail up and under the new construction part, cross the trail where the reconstruction is
and bring it back to the Shook Run alignment. Add a bridge (tunnel)? Every alternative that gets us to there, we
should scope the trail crossing.
Britt: we’re doing geotechnical work to determine what’s buried there to determine if that would be viable.
Ryan: With both “K” and “L”, question if the spur to the north could go away or be relocated? If so, it opens trail and
park opportunities.

Do a cost estimate for having Sierra Madre going under the railroad, eliminate the at-grade crossing, make Sierra
Madre a grade separated crossing and close Los Animas. Show a Las Vegas Conejos connection.
Karen: Assess the “K” alignment especially if you go further north along Dorchester Park, due to deed restrictions.
Anything around Drake, leave as much connected as possible for development or parks. Don’t bisect it.
Brian/MMT: Drake having new transit center as part of it… potential passenger rail station along the rail as part of
the Drake decommissioning.
Can go either way with deferring to Britt on the Greenway impacts.
Likes “L” a bit better than “K”, takes it way from the neighborhood and doesn’t impact the greenway. In most
communities rail runs along the creek/highway.
“M” is attractive for several reasons: phasing it is good, could make it more palatable, could enable to replace
bridges sooner, improve safety, improve rail operations by getting rid of spur… gets the work done quicker. But
phasing also concerning; could fix a problem with phase 1, but then why would you then do phase 2? It might never
get done.
Having the meeting soon with Jeff Greene is crucial.
Tim: With Alt “L”, if the trail was on east side of the rail to provide more access to the redevelopment area, would
Britt have more of a comfort level rather than the trail being pinched in between.

Would like a connection (road in the existing ROW) from Wahsatch south to Las Vegas

Ryan: “K” and “L” would have a “rails to trails” as well as another route, so 2 routes… Britt agreed but said there is
still the aspect of both building and having to maintain an additional trail. It is a challenge to create new trails. We
have to be able to maintain what we have constructed.

Depending on cost, Mill Street Plan has a desire for a Quiet Zone. You could eliminate an at-grade crossing by
connecting Las Vegas to Conejos. Could maintain pedestrian access with a grade-separation connecting the
Greenway Trail to Switchbacks stadium.

Carl: With “L” and “K” will have to back fill meetings with the public. Noise impacts and need for Quite Zone now
changes to a potentially different area…. Now you have people who were on the outskirts, now become more
central to the potential alternative to the south.

Tim: Include this in the project as a component.

Can still have at-grade crossings and have a Quiet Zone (with equipment, etc.)
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South Downtown Rail Underpasses Reconstruction Project
City Planning Work Session E
Tuesday October 29, 2019
1:30-3:00
City Administration Building, 4th FL Conference Room
30 South Nevada, Colorado Springs
Aaron Egbert
Tom Anzia
Lisa Bachman
Todd Frisbie
Dan Krueger
Elliot Sulsky

Anna Laybourn
Ryan Tefertiller
Brian Vitulli
Chelsea Gaylord
Carl Schueler
Matt Fitzsimmons

Tom, Elliot, Dan, and Anna summarized the key points and differentiators in each of the 9 topic areas.
Railroad Operations

Tim Roberts
Steve Bodette
Amanda Jeter
Kate Brady





Aaron provided an overview of the project status. At a Mayor’s Office briefing last month, Jeff Greene expressed a
preference for proceeding with Alternative M due to higher costs and other implementation hurdles for
Alternatives N and O. Mr. Greene also expressed the importance of implementing a quiet zone, completing the
Legacy Loop and providing for potential transit stations. Brian pointed out that another site has been selected for
the relocated transit center but a commuter rail station site may still be desired on the Drake site.
The team has been working through Screening Level 3 for the past few months and the purpose of this meeting is to
share preliminary screening results and obtain feedback from the City Planning Team on the screening. Elliot
provided an overview of the four alternatives M Phase 1 (M1), M Phases 1&2 (M 1&2), N and O. Dan summarized
the preliminary cost estimates for the four alternatives:
M1 - $42 Million
M 1&2 - $89 Million
N - $120 Million
O - $111 Million








The Detailed Alternatives Evaluation matrix contains detailed evaluations with key quantitative and
qualitative measures and rating descriptors of best, good, fair, etc. This detailed matrix provides a great deal
of information and it is expected that reviewers will read details for criteria of particular interest.
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This is a key differentiator: Alternatives N and O would need to be done in a single phase costing $110M to
$120M and clearing hurdles including decommissioning and clean-up of Drake and issues with Dorchester
Park.
Conversely, Alternative M1 could be done much sooner for much less cost, then following up with
Alternative M2 farther in the future.

Funding and Economic Benefits


Elliot summarized the screening process and the two screening matrices that were distributed. Each of the
alternatives were evaluated against a total of 32 criteria in 9 different topic areas.

Biggest differentiator is property impacts: Alternative M 1&2 has the most impacts, including 34 residential
properties compared to 5–6 residential properties with other Alternatives M1, N or O.
M1 has the least utility impacts.

Ease of Implementation



Level 3 Screening Overview

Alternative O provides the most road connectivity improvement to the Drake site, followed by
Alternatives M2 and N.
Alternatives M2, N and O all provide a new trail connection through Drake to the Greenway Trail.
All alternatives would accommodate transit facilities so this is not a major differentiator.

Construction Impacts



Dan noted that the costs of Alternatives N and O include about $25 Million for improvements not directly related to
the Nevada and Tejon underpasses compared to $14 Million indirect costs for M 1&2 and $5 Million for M1.



All alternatives improve railroad operations and reduce long-term maintenance.
At-grade railroad crossings are a big differentiator: Alternative N eliminates 2 and Alternative O eliminates 1.
All alternatives relocate the railyard, which would be favorable to the railroads. Ryan asked whether BNSF
RR has okayed this relocation and what would be the implication if they do not. It was pointed out that
Alternative M would work without this relocation but Alternatives N and O would need to come up with
another solution for the spur and railyard.

Road Function and Mobility

MEETING SUMMARY






The second matrix provides an Evaluation Summary and Key Differentiators. The planning team does
recommend that reviewers read this summary to understand the team’s identification of key alternative
differentiators.







Alternative M1 can be funded more readily through traditional sources include the RTA and City and Federal
funding because of the lower construction cost.
Alternatives M2, N and O all bring more opportunities for non-traditional funding through economic
development and transit-related funding, but Alternative M is most favorable because funding M2 can wait
until development and transit opportunities are more mature.
Alternatives M2, N and O all create additional development opportunities on the Drake site, with
Alternative O having the most potential benefits.
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Vitality and Neighborhood Resilience




Alternative O has the greatest opportunity for connectivity and redevelopment potential, with
Alternative M2 having the next most.
Alternatives O and M2 have the greatest potential for high density commercial/mixed use development.
Alternative M1 creates the least opportunities for economic development or change.

Quality of Life



By relocating the railroad away from residential neighborhoods, Alternatives N and O have the greatest
benefits for noise and air quality.
With a smaller footprint and by not affecting the Drake site, Alternative M1 has the least impact relative to
hazardous material.

Neighborhood Character



In addition to the number of residential properties (see Construction Impacts), Alternative M2 impacts
include 2 Habitat for Humanity properties and 19 properties over 100 years old.
By relocating the railroad to the south, Alternatives N and O remove the physical railroad barrier and
improve connectivity/cohesion in the Mill Street Neighborhood.

Planning Team Summary and Initial Recommendation
Before providing comments, City staff requested a summary of the Planning Team’s preliminary recommendation.
Elliot said that based on the Level 3 evaluations as well as initial Major’s Office direction, preliminary Planning Team
recommendations are:



Alternative M1 is recommended for implementation due to its relatively low cost and ability to address the
core project need in a reasonable time frame.
A next step for the planning team is to further develop and refine Alternative M Phase 2 options. In addition
to the Alternative M2 railroad relocation option, the team has begun to develop a potential Alternative M
Phase 2 option that would provide improved access to the Drake site without a railroad relocation. A
preliminary sketch was shown that includes a grade-separated railroad crossing at Las Animas Street, street
connections to Drake from the south and north and closing of the existing Sierra Madre at-grade railroad
crossing.

City Staff Reactions & Comments
Ryan: Recommends for the Stakeholder Committee meeting that we keep the alternatives screening discussion at a
very high level and present a summary of the strengths and weaknesses of each alternative. That will be the best
way for committee members to come to the conclusion that M1 is the best alternative.
Todd: Agrees with conclusion pointing to M1 as the preferred alternative. Agrees with the idea of developing some
refinements/options for improved connectivity after the Nevada and Tejon bridges are replaced. The City would like
see a 20-year timeframe before the Drake site is ready for redevelopment.
Tim: Given the scope of the project, Alternative M1 accomplishes everything. There could be neighborhood
redevelopment, commuter rail, or other changes in the future that will influence the best option for Alternative M2
enhancements.
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Brian: Alternative M1 is easy to defend, as bridges are at the end of their life span and need to be replaced. Holding
this up based on what might happen at Drake doesn’t make sense. Enhancement options should include ability to
accommodate a commuter rail station.
Matt: Agrees with prior input. Wondering about the future of freight rail traffic with coal being deemphasized. Also
wonders what Parks and Rec and trail/park users feel about Alternatives N or O moving railroad to border the Creek
and Dorchester Park.
Steve: Alternative M1 leaves the whole Drake area open for options in the future.
Chelsea: Alternative M1 makes sense for early implementation. The team should be thoughtful in talking about
Alternative M2 options to manage neighborhood expectations.
Kate: Careful about making long-range promises that saddle the community with future costs. When developing and
discussing future Alternative M2 enhancements, team should emphasize removal of barriers and improved
connectivity for bikes and peds.
Carl: Missed much of the discussion but agrees with most of the staff comments that he heard. Alternative M1
makes the most sense due to fiscal soundness, avoiding risks, and saving funds for other competing priorities.
Enhancements that improve connectivity and the reduce the barrier of the railroad should be a high priority.
Next Steps





Stakeholder Meeting November 12, 3:30-5:00 in the CAB Room 102
Mill Street Neighborhood monthly meeting November 14, 6:30 at Greenway Flats
Finalize Level 3 Screening – November-December
Final City Planning Work Session F – January 2020.
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APPENDI X B.

PUBLI C ACTIVI TI ES SUMMARY

03/04/19 – Pioneer’s Museum, Matt Mayberry
03/05/19 – Montgomery Center Homeless Shelter, Sierra Madre, Brian Hilts

1. One-on-One (1:1) Meetings - completed

10/24/18 – Colorado Springs Utilities, Aram Benyamin, CEO

03/18/19 – Springs Rescue Mission, Larry Yonker, Terry Anderson

11/20/18 – Downtown Partnership, Susan Edmonson, CEO

06/19/19 – Visit COS (Convention & Visitors Bureau), Doug Price, Mattie Gullixson

11/20/18 – Lee Milner/citizen activist, Allen Beauchamp/TOSC and Carlos Perez

11/06/19 – Nor’wood Development, Jeff Finn

11/21/18 – Murphy Constructors, Chuck Murphy, Owner

12/17/19 – Luigi’s Restaurant, Gina and Les Costley

11/26/18 – Weidner Group/Soccer Stadium, Laura Neumann, consultant

02/11/20 – Downtown Development Authority

11/28/18 – Springs Rescue Mission, Larry Yonker, CEO and Terry Anderson, COO

03/18/20 – The Independence Center Board

2. Other Public Interaction/Engagement Activities Completed

11/28/18 – Montague’s Parlour, informal meeting with Sloane Wooldridge, owner
(Montague’s has closed down)

10/11/18 – City Planning Work Session “A,” 10 – 11:30 a.m., CAB, 4th Floor

11/26/18 – Stakeholder Committee Meeting #1, 3:30 – 5 p.m., CAB, Room 102

11/30/18 – Statewide Rail Commission/City Council member, Jill Gaebler

12/14/18 – City Planning Work Session “B,” 10 – 11:30 a.m., CAB, 4th Floor

12/13/18 – Nor’wood Development, Jeff Finn and Scott Norman

12/20/18 – Presentation at Annual Lowell Development Master Association meeting held at the property
offices by Earl Robertson. Included Prestwick 1, 2, Commons and Westwood HOAs

12/17/18 – Historical Society, John Haney and Al Rohr
12/19/18 – Lowell Neighborhood Master Association, Earl Robertson

01/25/19 – Presentation at monthly meeting of Lowell Development, Westwood Townhomes Association
held at offices of the property management, Ann Jagitsch, 350 Las Animas Street

12/19/18 – South Nevada Developer, Ray O’Sullivan
12/27/18 – Joe’s Auto Sales, Joe Venezia

02/12/19 – Presentation at the Downtown Development Association (DDA) meeting at the Downtown
Partnership office, 111 N. Tejon St., #701

12/28/18 – Gateways Project, Stuart Coppedge, RTA Architects
01/03/19 – Trails and Open Space Coalition/Bike Colorado Springs, Allen Beauchamp

02/26/19 – Stakeholder Committee Meeting #2, 3:30 – 5 p.m., CAB Room 102

01/04/19 – Colorado Springs Chamber & EDC, Yemi Mobalade

03/06/19 – Project overview with City Councilman Richard Skorman, 2 p.m., City Hall

01/08/19 – Mill Street Neighborhood Association, Joanne Ziegler

03/06/19 – Developer Forum, CAB, 4th Floor large conference room, 3:30 – 5 p.m. (see invitees list below)

01/08/19 – Nevada Auto Sales, David Carlton

03/08/19 – City Planning Work Session “C,” CAB, 4th Floor large conference room, 10 a.m.

01/09/19 – Creekwalk Marketplace/The Equity Group, Danny Mientka

04/19/19—CSU/Drake Decommissioning Work Session

01/17/19 – School District 11 Transportation, Terry Johns
01/18/19 – Greenway Fund, Fountain Creek Watershed Flood Control and Greenway District, David Lord and
Larry Small
01/25/19 – Lowell Development HOAs (Prestwick I & II, Westwood), Ann Jagitsch

05/21/19 – Neighborhood all day Open House CAB Room 102, on Alternatives in each of the three option
areas with potentially impacted property owners and Mill Street Neighborhood; Presentations
at 8:30 & 11:30 am and 5:30 pm
06/14/19 – City Planning Work Session “D,” CAB, 4th Floor large conference room, 1:30 p.m.
06/25/19 – Stakeholder Committee Meeting #3, 3:30 – 5 p.m., CAB Room 102

02/12/19 – Downtown Development Authority

10/28/12 – Jeff Greene/Mayor’s Office Briefing

02/12/19 – Luigi’s Restaurant, Gina and Les Costley

10/29/19 – City Planning Work Session “E,” CAB, 4th Floor large conference room, 1:30 p.m.

02/28/19 – Total Office Solutions, Rob Gaskill

11/12/19 – Stakeholder Committee Meeting #4, 3:30 – 5 p.m., CAB Room 102
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4. Developer Forum

Early 2020 – City Planning Work Session “F,” CAB, (TBD)

#1: March 6, 2019, 3:30 p.m., CAB, 4th Floor
Developer Forum Invitees
• Cameron Butcher – Kevin Butcher

Early 2020 – Stakeholder Committee Meeting #5, CAB (TBD)
Feb/March 2020 – City Council 2-on-2 meetings with councilmembers (TBD)
Mid-March 2020 – Public Meeting/Open House #1 (TBD)

•

Casa Mundi & Blue Dot – Darsey Nicklasson

TBD 2020 – Public Meeting/Open House #2 (TBD)

•

Colorado Springs Housing Authority – Chad Wright

•

Craddock Commercial – Matt Craddock

01/24/19 – Mill Street Neighborhood resident, Gina Dupre

•

Colorado Springs Utilities – Jessica Thiel and Natalie Lovell

02/06/19 – Mill Street Neighborhood Assoc. Board 1-on-1 meeting, Joanne Ziegler

•

Fountain Colony – Gary Feffer

•

Ivywild School – Joseph Coleman, Mike Bristol

•

Kevin O’Neil – Marriott Hotel

•

Kratt Commercial – Kevin Kratt

•

Lane Foundation – Phil Lane

2/11 - 12/19: door to door delivery of meeting notice flyers to approx. 50 businesses & residents in
the area immediately surrounding the project site

•

Lowell Development Neighborhood Master Association – Earl Robertson

•

Lowell HOAs property management (Prestwick I & II, Westwood) – Ann Jagitsch

•

2/13/19: e-Newsletter mailed to approximately 150 names on database in immediate area adjacent
to the project site

•

Marriott Hotel – Jim DiBiase/Olive Real Estate; Kevin Engelhardt/Hotel Operations; Vince
Colarelli/Colarelli Construction

•

2/14/19: Postcards mailed to 257 residents and 180 property owners in the area immediately
adjacent to the project site

•

Murphy Constructors – Chuck Murphy

•

2/19: Mill Street Neighborhood Association spring newsletter to residents

•

Natural Grocers – Walt Harder – Harder/Diesslin Development Group

•

2/19: Mill Street Neighborhood Association posting on its website and Facebook site
(Joanne Ziegler)

•

Nor’wood Development – Chris Jenkins, Jeff Finn

•

Perry Sanders

•

Ray O’Sullivan – S. Nevada project

•

South Nevada Ave Redev/Ivywild on the Creek – Sam Guadagnoli & Mark Morley

•

The Equity Group – Danny Mientka, Creekwalk Marketplace

•

Weidner Group – Laura Neumann

3. Mill Street Neighborhood-specific Meetings

02/21/19 – Mill Street Neighborhood Meeting, 6:30 p.m., Veteran Coffee Roasters
(approximately 40 attended). Also, met with Nick Ragain/Switchbacks--Ragain Sports,
GE Johnson/Tim Redfern, Chris Lieber/NES
Promotions for Mill Street Neighborhood Association Feb 21 meeting included:
•

05/21/19 – Co-op with Mill Street Neighborhood Association for all day project Neighborhood Open House
and presentations at the CAB
08/10/19 – Mill Street Neighborhood Summer Block Picnic
Presentations at regular monthly meetings of Mill Street Neighborhood Association
(6:30 p.m., 2nd Thursdays)
05/09/19 – Mill Street Neighborhood Association Meeting, 6:30 p.m. – Gold Hill Brewery
07/11/19 – Mill Street Neighborhood Association Meeting – UCCS Downtown
08/08/19 – Mill Street Neighborhood Association Meeting
11/14/19 – Mill Street Neighborhood Association Meeting – Greenway Flats
03/12/20 – Mill Street Neighborhood Association Meeting – Greenway Flats
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Screening Level 3 - Preliminary Criteria Definitions
DETAILED ALTERNATIVES EVALUATION
Project
Goals &
Values

Criterion

Measure

Screening Questions
Alt M Phase 1

Alt M Phases 1 & 2

Alt N

Alt O

VERY GOOD - This alternative eliminates the
most severe horizontal curve (in excess of
6 degrees) in this segment of the railway. In
addition, the elimination of this curve
eliminates the reverse curvature
configuration at this location. Elimination of
the single most severe horizontal curve will
significantly improve train operations with
less train curve resistance, reduced truck
realignment/noise, and accommodate higher
train speed through this segment if
necessary or appropriate.
This alternative would have received a higher
rating if based on train operations alone;
however, Alternative M Phase 1 does not
eliminate either of the existing at-grade
crossings at Las Animas and Sierra Madre.

GOOD - This alternative would have
received the same rating in this category as
Alternative M Phase 1. However, this
alternative does not provide additional
operational improvements when compared
to Alternative M Phase 1. Rather the
increased length of the proposed
horizontal curve to replace the existing
Curve 75A (the existing curve at Sierra
Madre) would actually reduce the
operational improvements from
Alternative M Phase 1 due to an increase in
train curve length resistance.
This alternative does not eliminate any
at-grade crossings, with the Sierra Madre
crossing shifted south and Las Animas
crossing replaced by a new at-grade
crossing at Conejos to maintain vehicle
access throughout the redeveloped Drake
Property.

BEST - This alternative eliminates the most
severe horizontal curve (in excess of
6 degrees) in this segment of the railway.
In addition, it eliminates the reverse
curvature configuration at this location.
Elimination of the single most severe
horizontal curve will significantly improve
train operations with less train curve
resistance, reduced truck realignment/
noise, and accommodate higher train
speed through this segment if appropriate.
This alternative also replaces Curve 75A
(existing curve at Sierra Madre) with a
curve of the same degree of curvature and
less length, somewhat better than
Alternative O.
This alternative received a higher rating
because it would eliminate both existing
at-grade crossings at Las Animas and Sierra
Madre.

GOOD - This alternative eliminates the
most severe horizontal curve (in excess
of 6 degrees) in this segment of the
railway. In addition, it eliminates the
reverse curvature configuration.
Elimination of the single most severe
horizontal curve will significantly
improve train operations with less train
curve resistance, reduced truck
realignment/noise, and accommodate
higher train speed if appropriate. This
alternative also replaces Curve 75A
(existing curve at Sierra Madre) with a
curve of the same degree of curvature
and approximate length.
This alternative received a higher rating
(but less than Alternative N) because
Alternative O would eliminate the
existing at grade crossing at Sierra
Madre, but the Las Animas crossing
would be relocated to cross the new
railroad alignment.

Engineering Impacts and Benefits

(1) Railroad Operations

(1) Improved Rail
Operations

Rail Alignment design may
accommodate higher speeds,
reduce superelevation, or improve
overall train operations; reduction
of conflict points between trains,
vehicles, and pedestrians

Does this alternative appear to
improve railroad operations in
comparison to the existing rail
configuration?
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Screening Level 3 - Preliminary Criteria Definitions
DETAILED ALTERNATIVES EVALUATION
Project
Goals &
Values

Criterion

(1) Railroad Operations (continued)

(2) Efficiency of Rail
Maintenance Activities

Measure

Rail alignment design
improvements provided by
alternative, increased rail alignment
curve radii, Potential creation of
location for BNSF maintenance
staging area

Screening Questions

Does this alternative provide
potential for reduction of rail
maintenance or provide
opportunity for railroad
maintenance staging areas or
roads?

Alt M Phase 1

Alt M Phases 1 & 2

Alt N

Alt O

VERY GOOD - This alternative eliminates the
most severe horizontal curve (in excess of
6 degrees) in this segment of the railway. In
addition, elimination of this curve eliminates
the reverse curvature configuration at this
location. The existing Tejon bridge is located
within this same eliminated curve.
Elimination of the single most severe
horizontal curve and a Tejon bridge on
tangent rather than on a curve will reduce
track and bridge maintenance costs similar to
Alternatives N and O.
This alternative also includes relocation of
the existing BNSF MP 76.3 Yard Track to a
location adjacent to the east side of the
existing mainline that also provides a 2800'
extension of the second mainline. The
closure of the yard track along Shooks Run
would result in a net track length reduction
of at least 4,500'. Finally, Alternative M
Phase 1 results in a very modest overall
mainline track length reduction.
There would be no change in maintenance
costs associated with the crossing material
and signal equipment as there would no
change in the number of at-grade crossings.

GOOD - This alternative would have
received the same rating in this category as
Alternative M Phase 1. However, this
alternative does not provide additional
maintenance improvements when
compared to Alternative M Phase 1.
Rather, this alternative results in an overall
increase in the overall mainline track
length (Phases 1 & 2) compared to existing.
There would be no change in maintenance
costs associated with the crossing material
and signal equipment as there would no
change in the number of at-grade
crossings.

BEST - This alternative eliminates the most
severe horizontal curve (in excess of
6 degrees) in this segment of the railway.
In addition, elimination of this curve
eliminates the reverse curvature
configuration at this location. The existing
Tejon bridge is within this same eliminated
curve. Elimination of the single most
severe horizontal curve and a Tejon bridge
on tangent rather than on a curve will
reduce track and bridge maintenance
annual costs similar to Alternatives M and
O.
This alternative also includes relocation of
the existing BNSF MP 76.3 Yard Track to a
location adjacent to east side of the
existing mainline that also provides a 2800'
extension of the second mainline. The
closure of the yard track along Shooks Run
would result in a net track length reduction
of at least 4,500'. Finally, Alternative N
includes a reduction in mainline track
length of 550' when compared to
Alternative M Phases 1 & 2.
There would be a reduction in
maintenance costs associated with the
crossing material and signal equipment for
the at-grade crossings with elimination of
two crossings.

GOOD - This alternative eliminates the
most severe horizontal curve (in excess
of 6 degrees) in this segment of the
railway. In addition, the elimination of
this curve eliminates the reverse
curvature configuration at this location.
The existing Tejon bridge is located
within this same eliminated curve.
Elimination of the single most severe
horizontal curve and a Tejon bridge on
tangent rather than on a curve will
reduce track and bridge maintenance
annual costs similar to Alternatives M
and O.
This alternative also includes relocation
of the existing BNSF MP 76.3 Yard Track
to a location adjacent to east side of
the existing mainline that also provides
a 2800' extension of the second
mainline. The closure of the Yard Track
along Shooks Run would result in a net
track length reduction of at least
4,500'. Finally, Alternative O includes
an increase in mainline track length of
600' when compared to Alternative M
Phases 1 & 2.
There would be a reduction in
maintenance costs associated with the
crossing material and signal equipment
for the at-grade crossings with
elimination of one crossing.
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Screening Level 3 - Preliminary Criteria Definitions
DETAILED ALTERNATIVES EVALUATION
Project
Goals &
Values

Criterion

(2) Road Function and Mobility

(3) Road Geometric
Design Requirements

Measure

Adherence to current roadway
design criterion and guidelines

Screening Questions

How well will the alternative meet
roadway design requirements and
guidelines (vertical & horizontal
clearances, roadway grades,
intersection configurations, railroad
crossing alignments, etc.)?

Alt M Phase 1

Alt M Phases 1 & 2

Alt N

Alt O

FAIR - This alternative addresses meeting
current design criteria adequately within the
construction areas shown on the alternative
figure. However, it does not address several
existing nearby issues that do not meet
current design criteria or good practice.
The most important existing inadequacies
within the area of planned improvements
will be addressed by this alternative by either
long term or interim improvements,
including the existing vertical and horizontal
clearance issues at both Tejon St and Nevada
Ave underpasses and improvements to the
existing at-grade railroad crossings at Sierra
Madre and Las Animas with at least minimal
improvements to both roadway approaches
to the crossing. This alternative does not
address existing study area design
deficiencies on Tejon Street: the existing
steep roadway grade (up to approximately
11%) on Tejon Street between the existing
bridge and Las Animas and lack of curb &
gutter, sidewalk, and unusual parking
accommodations between Fountain Creek
and Mill Street.

GOOD - This alternative meets current
design criteria adequately within the
construction areas shown on the
alternative figure. Since this alternative's
construction area includes more roadways
(especially Sierra Madre and Las Animas)
more existing issues are addressed than in
Alternative M Part 1. However, it does not
address several existing nearby issues that
do not meet current design criteria or good
roadway design practice. The most
important existing inadequacies within the
area of planned improvements will be
addressed by this alternative by including
the existing vertical and horizontal
clearance issues at Tejon St and Nevada
Ave underpasses and issues at existing
at-grade railroad crossings at Sierra Madre
and Las Animas with improvements to both
roadway approaches to the crossing. This
alternative does not address existing study
area design deficiencies on Tejon Street:
the existing steep roadway grade (up to
approximately 11%) on Tejon Street
between the existing bridge and Las
Animas and lack of curb & gutter, sidewalk,
and unusual parking accommodations
between Fountain Creek and Mill Street.

BEST - This alternative meets current
design criteria adequately within the
construction areas shown on the
alternative figure. Since the construction
area includes more roadways (especially
Sierra Madre and Las Animas) more
existing issues are addressed than in
Alternative M 1 & 2. However, it does not
address several existing nearby issues that
do not meet current design criteria or good
roadway design practice, so evaluation of
this alternative is slightly better than
Alternative M Part 1 & 2. The most
important existing inadequacies within the
area of planned improvements will be
addressed by this alternative, including
existing vertical and horizontal clearance
issues at both Tejon St and Nevada Ave
underpasses, the existing at-grade railroad
crossings at Sierra Madre and Las Animas,
and inadequacies on Las Vegas St between
Wahsatch and El Paso. This alternative
does not address existing study area design
deficiencies on Tejon St: the existing steep
roadway grade (up to approximately 11%)
on Tejon St between the existing bridge
and Las Animas and lack of curb & gutter,
sidewalk, and non-standard parking
between Fountain Creek and Mill Street.

VERY GOOD - This alternative meets
current design criteria adequately
within the construction areas shown on
the alternative figure. Since this
alternative's construction area includes
more roadways (especially Sierra
Madre and Las Animas) more existing
issues are addressed than in Alternative
M Parts 1 & 2. However, it does not
address several existing nearby issues
that do not meet current design criteria
or good roadway design practice. As a
result, the evaluation of this alternative
is slightly better than Alternatives M
Part 1 & 2. The most important existing
inadequacies in the area of planned
improvements will be addressed
including vertical and horizontal
clearance issues at Tejon and Nevada
underpasses, elimination of at-grade
crossing at Sierra Madre, and
improvement of the relocated Las
Animas at-grade crossing. This
alternative addresses inadequacies on
Las Vegas between Wahsatch and
El Paso.
This alternative does not address
existing study area design deficiencies
on Tejon St: the existing steep roadway
grade (up to approx 11%) on Tejon
between the existing bridge and Las
Animas and lack of curb & gutter,
sidewalk, and non-standard parking
between Fountain Creek and Mill St.
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Screening Level 3 - Preliminary Criteria Definitions
DETAILED ALTERNATIVES EVALUATION

(2) Road Function and Mobility (continued)

Project
Goals &
Values

Criterion

Measure

Screening Questions
Alt M Phase 1

Alt M Phases 1 & 2

Alt N

Alt O

(4) Vehicular
Connectivity

Opportunity for connectivity of the
street grid

Does this alternative provide
opportunities to complete and
expand the street grid?

FAIR - Minor opportunities associated with
removing existing railroad spur in Shooks
Run corridor.

GOOD - More opportunities - Opportunity
to extend street grid to connect part of
Drake site east of relocated railroad.
Opportunity to connect to potential park
area in the west part of Drake site via
connections from Las Vegas St and Conejos
St at-grade railroad crossing and Cimarron
underpass.

VERY GOOD - More opportunities Opportunity to improve Mill Street and
East Nevada Neighborhood connectivity via
Sahwatch St, Cascade Ave and Weber St
connections north/south.
Connections to Drake site limited to
grade-separated railroad crossing at Rio
Grande St and signalized intersection on
Cimarron St.

BEST - Most Opportunities - Improve
Mill Street and East Nevada
neighborhood connectivity via
Sahwatch St, Cascade Ave and Weber
St connections.
Opportunity to extend street grid to
connect to 24-acre Drake development
area east of railroad.
Opportunity to connect to potential
park area in the west part of Drake site
via connections from Las Vegas St and
Conejos St at-grade railroad crossing
and Cimarron underpass.

(5) Public Transit

Compatibility and support of
current and future public transit

Is the alternative compatible and
supportive of: Front Range
Commuter Rail? New transit
center? Bus rapid transit on Nevada
or a parallel street? Current bus
service with pedestrian
connectivity?

FAIR - Drake site available for Commuter Rail
Station and/or Transit Center but would
require new access across railroad and/or to
Cimarron St.
Nevada Ave underpass could accommodate
BRT; Weber St BRT would require gradeseparation at railroad. Rail Corridor width
would accommodate future passenger rail.

GOOD - Drake site available for Commuter
Rail Station and/or Transit Center east of
relocated railroad; Site west of railroad
may require improved access across
railroad and/or to Cimarron St.
Nevada Ave underpass could
accommodate BRT; Weber St BRT would
require grade-separation at railroad. Rail
Corridor width would accommodate future
passenger rail.

FAIR - Drake site available for Commuter
Rail Station and/or Transit Center with
access provided in core alternative.
Nevada Ave underpass could
accommodate BRT; Weber St BRT could
transition to Nevada Ave on or south of Las
Vegas St. Rail Corridor width would
accommodate future passenger rail.

GOOD - Drake site available for
Commuter Rail Station and/or Transit
Center east of relocated railroad; Site
west of railroad may require improved
access across railroad and/or to
Cimarron St.
Nevada Ave underpass could
accommodate BRT; Weber St BRT could
transition to Nevada Ave on or south of
Las Vegas St.
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Screening Level 3 - Preliminary Criteria Definitions
DETAILED ALTERNATIVES EVALUATION

(2) Road Function and Mobility (continued)

Project
Goals &
Values

Criterion

Measure

Screening Questions
Alt M Phase 1

Alt M Phases 1 & 2

Alt N

Alt O

(6) Bicycle and
Pedestrian Connectivity
and Conditions

Signal timing reduction, #
crosswalks added, number of
missing sidewalk links added, length
of new bike lanes, ADA access
improvements

Does this concept enhance multimodal capabilities by encouraging
safe pedestrian/bicycle movement?

FAIR - All alternatives allow bike lane and
sidewalk enhancements on Tejon and
Nevada street sections and support trail
connection between Fountain Creek and
Shooks Run.

GOOD - All alternatives allow bike lane and
sidewalk enhancements on Tejon and
Nevada street sections and support trail
connection between Fountain Creek and
Shooks Run.
Trail connection added through Drake site
to Greenway Trail. Requires at-grade rail
crossing to connect to Greenway Trail.
Opportunity for current rail corridor
converted to a trail, but adjacency to
future rail line prevents enhancements
possible in Alternatives N and O.

VERY GOOD - All alternatives allow bike
lane and sidewalk enhancements on Tejon
and Nevada street sections and support
trail connection between Fountain Creek
and Shooks Run.
Trail connection added through Drake site
to Greenway Trail.
Railroad becomes barrier for bike/ped
connectivity into Drake site with just one
connection.
Railroad relocation allows for bike/ped
connections on Sahwatch, Cascade and
Weber streets. Added safety through
grade-separated crossings to the Greenway
Trail.
Opportunity for current rail corridor
converted to a trail.
Railroad adjacent to Fountain Creek Trail
may be perceived as a negative impact for
some users- requires 1,000 feet of trail
replacement.

BEST - All alternatives allow bike lane
and sidewalk enhancements on Tejon
and Nevada street sections and support
trail connection between Fountain
Creek and Shooks Run.
Trail connection added through Drake
site to Greenway Trail.
Railroad relocation allows for bike/ped
connections on Sahwatch, Cascade and
Weber Streets. Added safety through
grade-separated crossings to the
Greenway Trail.
Opportunity for current rail corridor
converted to a trail. Railroad adjacent
to Fountain Creek Trail may be
perceived as a negative impact for
some users - requires 1,000 feet of trail
replacement.

(7) Railroad and
Multimodal Safety

Reduction in train, vehicle, and
pedestrian conflicts
Improves pedestrian facilities
crossing railroad
Ability to meet event traffic needs

Is there potential for fewer at-grade
railroad crossings and to address
other existing safety issues?

FAIR - Minor Improvement. No at-grade
railroad crossings eliminated.
Quiet zone enhancements may improve
safety at existing crossings.

FAIR - Minor Improvement No net
reduction in at-grade railroad crossings.
New quiet zone-compatible crossings may
improve safety.

BEST - Eliminates 2 at-grade railroad
crossings and adds a grade separated
crossing on Rio Grande St.

VERY GOOD - Net reduction of one
at-grade railroad crossing.
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Screening Level 3 - Preliminary Criteria Definitions
DETAILED ALTERNATIVES EVALUATION
Project
Goals &
Values

Criterion

(3) Construction Impacts

(8) Property & Right of
Way

Measure

The measure of this criteria was
defined with six perspectives to
evaluate both the impacts and
effect on opportunities: Number of
privately held properties and
homes/businesses that will be
impacted; Anticipated cost estimate
of the property required for this
alternative; Potential of the
alternatives, via impacts or limited
access, to limit potential land use
opportunities on the Drake
property; Consistency of changes to
the existing railroad with current
City plans or opportunities;
Miscellaneous issues that either
create impacts or potential
opportunities; Temporary
construction easement needs; and
Estimated ROW purchase value

Screening Questions

What are this alternative's impacts
to private property and the built
environment?
What is the anticipated cost of the
right-of-way needed for this
alternative?
Does the alternative have potential
to limit future land use potential for
the Drake property?
Are the impacts or proposed
changes to existing railroad
property inconsistent with current
City plans or opportunities?
Does it appear that there will be a
large number of temporary
construction easements needs for
this alternative?

Alt M Phase 1

Alt M Phases 1 & 2

Alt N

Alt O

GOOD - This alternative had the least
property impact and lowest anticipated cost,
so was the best alternative from those
perspectives. Avoidance of the Drake
property is positive. So the overall evaluation
of this alternative is Good.
It is anticipated that a total of 21 properties
will be impacted, including 6 residential
properties with 3 requiring full acquisition.
It is anticipated that 12 commercial/
industrial properties and 3 other properties
will be impacted. As a result, residential and
business impacts were evaluated as Fair.
The estimated ROW purchase total is $6.8M
($1.1M residential and $5.7M nonresidential) There are no impacts to the
Drake property, so avoidance of this property
is evaluated as a positive.
The impacts to railroad property are
consistent with City plans and do not
preclude opportunities so this evaluation was
Very Good.
It appears there will be a moderate number
of temporary construction easements, but
nothing requiring special consideration, so
evaluation of this question is Good.

POOR - Since this alternative had the
largest number of property impacts and
highest cost it is rated poorest. However, it
does address Drake and City plans
positively.
It is anticipated that a total of 50
properties will be impacted: 34 residential
properties of which 22 may require full
acquisition; 12 commercial/industrial
properties and 4 other properties will be
impacted. 11 of the property impacts are
related to the relocated Sierra Madre atgrade crossing. Residential and business
impacts were evaluated as Poor since this
alternative has the greatest impacts.
The estimated ROW purchase for M
phase 2 total is $6.7 million ($3.9M
residential and $2.8M non-residential) and
the total for M1 and M2 combined is
$13.5M.
Realignment of the railroad through the
center of the Drake property has potential
to impact future land use in both positive
and negative ways, so this alternative was
evaluated as Fair.
The impacts to railroad property are
consistent with City plans and do not
preclude opportunities, so this evaluation
was Very Good.
It appears that there will be a high number
of temporary construction easements for
this alternative, with the potential for the
Drake property to require special
consideration, so the evaluation of this
question is Fair.

FAIR - This alternative impacted mostly
business/commercial properties and the
anticipated cost was close to the lowest of
the alternatives. It also addresses Drake
access, and potential redevelopment, and
City plans positively. Impacts to Dorchester
Park increase complexity of implementing
the alternative.
It is anticipated that a total of 43
properties will be impacted: 5 residential
properties with none requiring full
acquisition; 27 commercial/industrial
properties with 18 that may require full
acquisition; 11 other impacts including
complex issues with respect to Dorchester
Park. Residential and business impacts
were evaluated as Fair since this
alternative has the fewer residential
impacts but a greater number of business
impacts.
The estimated ROW purchase total is
$7.1M ($30K residential and $7.1M nonresidential).
Realignment of the railroad through the
east side of the Drake property has
potential to impact future land use in both
positive and negative ways, so this
alternative was evaluated as Fair.
The impacts to railroad property are
consistent with City plans and do not
preclude opportunities, so this evaluation
was Good.
It appears that there will be large number
of temporary construction easements for
this alternative, with the potential for the
Drake property to require special
consideration, so the evaluation of this
question is Fair.

FAIR - This alternative impacted mostly
business/commercial properties and the
anticipated cost was close to the lowest
of the alternatives. It addresses Drake
access, and potential redevelopment,
and City plans the best. Impacts to
Dorchester Park increase complexity of
implementing the alternative.
It is anticipated that a total of 39
properties will be impacted. It is
anticipated that 5 residential properties
will be impacted and none will require
full acquisition. It is anticipated that 23
commercial/industrial properties will be
impacted and that 15 may require full
acquisition. In addition, 11 other
impacts are anticipated, including
complex issues related to Dorchester
Park. Residential and business impacts
were evaluated as Fair since this
alternative has fewer residential impacts
but a greater number of business
impacts. The estimated ROW purchase
total is $9.0M ($30K residential and
$8.9M non-residential). Realignment of
the railroad through the east side of the
Drake property does have potential to
impact future land use in both positive
and negative ways, so this alternative
was evaluated as Fair.
The impacts to railroad property are
consistent with City plans and do not
preclude opportunities, so this
evaluation was Good.
It appears that there will be large
number of temporary construction
easements for this alternative, with the
potential for the Drake property to
require special consideration, so the
evaluation of this question is Fair.
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Screening Level 3 - Preliminary Criteria Definitions
DETAILED ALTERNATIVES EVALUATION
Project
Goals &
Values

Criterion

(3) Construction Impacts (continued)

(9) Drainage, Channels
and Stormwater

Measure

Significance of potential impacts to
channel storm conveyance, storm
drain system condition, storm drain
system age. Significance of
potential impacts or improvements
to existing FEMA Floodplains.
Opportunity to address Regional
Water Quality needs (such as for
Downtown). Opportunity to address
Regional Stormwater Needs.

Screening Questions

Does this alternative address
existing stormwater conveyance
(surface and underground) system
inadequacy or condition issues?
Does it impact or improve any
existing FEMA Floodplains? Does it
provide opportunity to improve
Regional Water Quality? Does it
provide opportunity to address
Regional Stormwater Needs?

Alt M Phase 1

Alt M Phases 1 & 2

Alt N

Alt O

FAIR - The planning level estimate of
addressing floodplain issues is $4.4M for
this alternative. The small project area of this
alternative provides limited opportunity to
address more stormwater conveyance,
regional water quality, and regional storm
water needs as part of the project.This
alternative crosses two major storm drain
systems and one channel corridors: Tejon,
Nevada, and Shooks Run. The existing
infrastructure in these corridors is old and is
probably not an adequate size for the
current design flows. The alternative's
construction area provides opportunity but
does not require reconstruction of major
parts of these systems or corridor so this has
been evaluated as Fair. The alternative
impacts the Shooks Run Floodplain where
the existing railroad bridge over the channel
creates a constraint to the floodplain. The
proposed new bridge over Shooks Run would
be an important improvement, but other
channel improvements are also needed to
more fully address the floodplain issues
appropriately. It also does not reconstruct
the existing Las Vegas Street bridge that will
continue to be a floodplain constraint. As a
result, evaluation of the floodplain impacts is
Fair. This alternative does provide
opportunity to improve both Regional Water
Quality and Regional Storm Water Needs.
The potential is good but this alternative is
not as good as the other three alternatives
since the construction areas of those
alternatives is larger.

VERY GOOD - The planning level estimate
of addressing floodplain issues is $4.4M
for this alternative. The project area of this
alternative provides good opportunity to
address more stormwater conveyance,
regional water quality, and regional storm
water needs as part of the project.This
alternative crosses three major storm drain
systems and one channel corridor: Sierra
Madre, Tejon, Nevada, and Shooks Run.
The existing infrastructure in these
corridors is old and is probably not an
adequate size for the current design flows.
The alternative's construction area
provides opportunity but does not require
reconstruction of major parts of these
systems or corridor so this has been
evaluated as Fair. The alternative impacts
the Shooks Run Floodplain where the
existing railroad bridge over the channel
creates a constraint to the floodplain. The
proposed new bridge over Shooks Run
would be an important improvement, but
other channel improvements are also
needed to more fully address the
floodplain issues appropriately. It also does
not reconstruct the existing Las Vegas
Street bridge that will continue to be a
floodplain constraint. As a result,
evaluation of the floodplain is Fair. This
alternative does provide opportunity to
improve both Regional Water Quality and
Regional Storm Water Needs. The potential
is very good for this opportunity since the
construction area of this alternative is
larger.

GOOD - The planning level estimate of
addressing floodplain issues is $7.8M for
this alternative. The project area of this
alternative provides good opportunity to
address more stormwater conveyance,
regional water quality, and regional storm
water needs as part of the project.This
alternative crosses three major storm drain
systems, one channel, and follows a
channel: Sierra Madre, Tejon, Nevada,
Shooks Run and Fountain Creek. The
existing infrastructure in these corridors is
old and is probably not an adequate size
for the current design flows. The
alternative's construction area provides
opportunity but does not require
reconstruction of major parts of these
systems. The exception to this is the
Fountain Creek corridor where the rail
alignment will require some improvements
to the channel. This question has been
evaluated as Good. The alternative impacts
the Shooks Run Floodplain where the
existing railroad bridge over the channel
creates a constraint to the floodplain. The
proposed new bridge over Shooks Run
would be an important improvement. Since
the Las Vegas Street bridge over Shooks
Run is also replaced, the floodplain issues
are addressed more completely. As a
result, evaluation of the floodplain is Good.
This alternative does provide opportunity
to improve both Regional Water Quality
and Regional Storm Water Needs. The
potential is very good for this opportunity
since the construction area of this
alternative is larger. So these were
evaluated as Very Good.

GOOD - The planning level estimate of
addressing floodplain issues is $7.8M for
this alternative. The project area of this
alternative provides good opportunity to
address more stormwater conveyance,
regional water quality, and regional storm
water needs as part of the project. This
alternative crosses three major storm
drain systems, one channel, and follows a
channel: Sierra Madre, Tejon, Nevada,
Shooks Run and Fountain Creek. The
existing infrastructure in these corridors is
old and is probably not an adequate size
for the current design flows. The
alternative's construction area provides
opportunity but does not require
reconstruction of major parts of these
systems. The exception to this is the
Fountain Creek corridor where the rail
alignment will require some
improvements to the channel. This
question has been evaluated as Good.
The alternative impacts the Shooks Run
Floodplain where the existing railroad
bridge over the channel creates a
constraint to the floodplain. The
proposed new bridge over Shooks Run
would be an important improvement.
Since the Las Vegas Street bridge over
Shooks Run is also replaced, the
floodplain issues are addressed more
completely. The Fountain Creek
Floodplain will be impacted, but analysis
and construction of improvements will be
required as part of the alternative. So this
channel impact is essentially neutral. As a
result, the overall evaluation of the
floodplain is Good. This alternative does
provide opportunity to improve both
Regional Water Quality and Regional
Storm Water Needs. The potential is very
good for this opportunity since the
construction area of this alternative is
larger. So these were evaluated as Very
Good.
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(3) Construction Impacts (continued)

Project
Goals &
Values

Criterion

Measure

Alt M Phase 1

Alt M Phases 1 & 2

Alt N

Alt O

(10) Utility Impacts

Impacts to existing utilities specifically water lines, gas facilities,
electric lines, and sanitary sewer
(rated high/medium/low/no way)
Anticipated planning level costs to
address utility impacts.
(Note that limited information
concerning the magnitude of utility
upgrades needed and age/condition
of those utilities was available for
this screening. As a result, the
evaluation was cursory for Level 3
Screening.)

Is there minimal impact
(replacement or improvements) to
existing utilities?
What is the estimated utility
relocation cost required by this
alternative?
Would deficient or end-of-life
utilities be replaced with this
alternative?

BEST - There are impacts to existing water,
existing sanitary sewer, gas, and electric
utilities. Of these, it does not appear that
there are any impacts to major utilities. The
planning level estimated costs of addressing
utilities is $2.8M. It was estimated that this
alternative would provide a limited number
of opportunities to upgrade or address utility
condition issues.

GOOD - There are impacts to existing
water, existing sanitary sewer, gas, and
electric utilities. Of these it appears that
there are potential impacts to major gas
lines and 115 KV electric transmission lines.
The planning level estimated costs of
addressing utilities is $11.04M. It was
estimated that this alternative would
provide a moderate amount of opportunity
to upgrade or address utility condition
issues. As a result evaluation of the impacts
to utilities is Fair.

POOR - There are impacts to existing
water, existing sanitary sewer, gas, and
electric utilities. Of these it appears that
there are potential significant impacts to
sanitary sewer lines that are 21", 30", 42",
and 48" sanitary sewer trunk lines. There
are also impacts to a high pressure gas line,
and 115 KV electric transmission lines. The
planning level estimated costs of
addressing utilities is $18.7M. It was
estimated that this alternative would
provide a moderate amount of opportunity
to upgrade or address utility condition
issues. As a result evaluation of the impacts
to utilities is Poor.

FAIR - There are impacts to existing
water, existing sanitary sewer, and gas
utilities. Of these it appears that there
are potential significant impacts to
sanitary sewer lines that are 21", 30",
42", and 48" sanitary sewer trunk lines.
There are also impacts to a high
pressure gas line. The planning level
estimated costs of addressing utilities
is $14.4M. It was estimated that this
alternative would provide a moderate
amount of opportunity to upgrade or
address utility condition issues. As a
result evaluation of the impacts to
utilities is Fair.

(11) Restrictions/
Regulatory Obstacles

Dorchester Park and Habitat for
Humanity Housing projects
properties impacts

Does this alternative avoid
properties with deed or other
restrictions that would challenge
purchase? Does it avoid regulated
floodplains?

GOOD - No, proposed bridge over Shooks
Run is located over FEMA Special Flood
Hazards Area.

POOR - No, proposed bridge over Shooks
Run is located over FEMA Special Flood
Hazards Area. Right-of-way acquisition
includes two Habitat for Humanity
affordable housing units.

POOR - No, potential impact to Dorchester
Park (deed restricted lands) and FEMA
Special Flood Hazards Area along Fountain
Creek near south Drake and in Shooks Run
planned improvement zone.

POOR - No, potential impact to
Dorchester Park (deed restricted lands)
and FEMA Special Flood Hazards Area
along Fountain Creek near south Drake
and in Shooks Run planned
improvement zone.

Are there property types that may
need to be acquired for this
alternative that may increase the
complexity of property purchased
by the City? Are there other issues,
such as environmental issues, that
would increase the complexity of
property acquisition?

MODERATE - Relocation of the BNSF Yard
make the right-of-way acquisition difficult for
this alternative. Ownership of property by
the Union Pacific and BNSF railroads increase
acquisition complexity.

VERY DIFFICULT - The complexity of
acquiring property for the proposed
realignment of track on Drake Power Plant
Property, as well as relocation of the BNSF
Yard make the right-of-way acquisition
difficult for this alternative. A major
challenge of relocating the railroad
alignment to the power plant property is
the high probability of hazardous materials
contamination of property that would be
owned by the railroad in the future. There
are also some special requirements for
property exchanges between Colorado
Springs Utilities and the City.

VERY DIFFICULT - The complexity of
acquiring property for the proposed
realignment of track on Drake Power Plant
Property, as well as relocation of the BNSF
Yard, make the right-of-way acquisition
difficult for this alternative. A major
challenge of relocating the railroad
alignment to the power plant property is
the high probability of hazardous materials
contamination of property that would be
owned by the railroad in the future. There
are also some special requirements for
property exchanges between Colorado
Springs Utilities and the City.
Additional complexity associated with
Dorchester Park right-of-way/easements.

VERY DIFFICULT - The complexity of
acquiring property for the proposed
realignment of track on Drake Power
Plant Property, as well as relocation of
the BNSF Yard, make the right-of-way
acquisition difficult for this alternative.
A major challenge of relocating the
railroad alignment to the power plant
property is the high probability of
hazardous materials contamination of
property that would be owned by the
railroad in the future. There are also
some special requirements for property
exchanges between Colorado Springs
Utilities and the City.
Additional complexity associated with
Dorchester Park right-of-way/
easements.

Floodplain impacts

(4) Ease of Implementation

Screening Questions

(12) Right-of-Way
Acquisition Complexity

Evaluate the type, owner, and
complexity of property acquisitions
for each alternative. Property
acquisition processes and schedule
requirements add to the complexity
of each property acquisition by the
City.
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(4) Ease of Implementation (continued)

Project
Goals &
Values

Criterion

(13) Bridge Condition

Measure

Bridge condition (from inspection
report) estimated remaining service
life of bridge. The functional life of
the Tejon Street Bridge is nearing its
end and the Nevada Avenue and
Railroad Bridge over Shooks Run are
in fair condition and appear to have
at least 10 years of remaining life.

Screening Questions

How feasible is the alternative to
address the existing bridge
condition and remaining life issues
within a reasonable timeframe?

Alt M Phase 1

Alt M Phases 1 & 2

Alt N

Alt O

BEST - This alternative has the most potential
to address the existing bridge issues in a
reasonable timeframe due to relatively low
cost and less right-of-way and regulatory
complexity.

GOOD - This alternative has the advantage
of being compatible with the Alternative M
Phase 1, which is the most readily
implementable solution to the short-term
bridge condition issues.

POOR - This alternative will have
challenges addressing the existing bridge
issues, via replacement, since the
alternative cannot be separated into
construction phases and obtaining funding
and clearances for the entire effort will
take several years or longer. Therefore, this
alternative may not address the bridge
condition issues soon enough.
The Bridge Replacement Incident Scenario
Plan contains options for addressing failure
or closure of these bridges. As a result,
while the risk continues, there is a plan to
address the issue if it occurs prior to
obtaining funding for the project.

POOR - This alternative appears will
have challenges addressing the existing
bridge issues, via replacement, since
the alternative cannot be separated
into construction phases and obtaining
funding and clearances for the entire
effort will take several years or longer.
Therefore, this alternative may not
address the bridge condition issues
soon enough.
The Bridge Replacement Incident
Scenario Plan contains options for
addressing failure or closure of these
bridges. As a result, while the risk
continues, there is a plan to address
the issue if it occurs prior to obtaining
funding for the project.
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Project
Goals &
Values

Criterion

(4) Ease of Implementation (continued)

(14) Phasing

Measure

Flexibility of overall project to be
phased in smaller efforts, duration
of implementation schedule

Screening Questions

Can this project be phased in
several improvement projects? Can
aging bridges be replaced in an
easily implementable stand-alone
phase?

Alt M Phase 1

Alt M Phases 1 & 2

Alt N

Alt O

GOOD - The overall ability of this alternative
to be constructed in phases and have
straightforward constructability is good.
Since nearly all construction is east of
Sahwatch, future improvements (if any) west
of Sahwatch can be planned and constructed
at any time in the future. So evaluation of
this question is good.
From a constructability perspective, all three
of the railroad bridges in this alternative can
be constructed with few impacts to existing
rail traffic. The Tejon and Nevada rail bridges
are on a new rail alignment. The rail bridge
over Shooks Run appears to be able to be
constructed either to the north or south of
the existing alignment. The minimal
improvements needed along Tejon and
Nevada would also make phasing
straightforward. As a result, constructability
is good.

GOOD - The overall ability of this
alternative to be constructed in phases and
have straightforward constructability is
good. The ability of this alternative to be
separated into Alternative M Parts 1 & 2
enable each phase to be planned and
constructed at any time in the future. So
evaluation of this question is good.
From a constructability perspective, all
three of the railroad bridges in this
alternative can be constructed with few
impacts to existing rail traffic. The Tejon
and Nevada rail bridges are on a new rail
alignment. The rail bridge over Shooks Run
appears to be able to be constructed either
to the north or south of the existing
alignment. The minimal improvements
needed along Tejon and Nevada would also
make phasing straightforward. The railroad
realignment between Cimarron and
Sahwatch can be constructed with few
impacts to existing rail traffic. As a result,
constructability is good.

POOR - The overall ability of this
alternative to be constructed in phases is
very poor and have straightforward
constructability is fair, so the overall
evaluation is poor.
This alternative would require most of the
construction to be completed in a single
construction effort due to the major shift
of the rail alignment to the south. So
evaluation of this question is very poor.
From a constructability perspective, nearly
all of the construction of this alternative
can be completed with minimal impacts to
existing railroad traffic. The Tejon, Nevada,
and Shooks Run bridges are on a new rail
alignment. The minimal improvements
needed along Tejon and Nevada would also
make phasing straightforward. There will
be constructability issues on Las Vegas
Street and maybe some on Sierra Madre
and Conejos. As a result, constructability is
Fair.

POOR - The overall ability of this
alternative to be constructed in phases
is very poor and have straight forward
constructability is fair, so the overall
evaluation is poor.
This alternative would require most of
the construction to be completed in a
single construction effort due to the
major shift of the rail alignment to the
south. So evaluation of this question is
very poor.
From a constructability perspective,
nearly all of the construction of this
alternative can be completed with
minimal impacts to existing railroad
traffic. The Tejon, Nevada, and Shooks
Run bridges are on a new rail
alignment. The minimal improvements
needed along Tejon and Nevada would
also make phasing straight forward.
There will be constructability issues on
Las Vegas Street and maybe some on
Sierra Madre. As a result,
constructability is Fair.
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Project
Goals &
Values

Criterion

Measure

Screening Questions
Alt M Phase 1

Alt M Phases 1 & 2

Alt N

Alt O

VERY GOOD - The estimated cost for this
alternative is $42M. This is the lowest
construction cost for all of the alternatives.
This alternative also includes improvements
either already planned or needed within the
project area. This includes reconstruction of
the railroad bridge over Shooks Run, and
construction of the Shooks Run Trail. The
approximate value of the improvements for
other City projects is approximately $5M.
This is the lowest amount of "Other Project"
improvements of all of the alternatives.

GOOD - The estimated cost for the
combined Phase 1 and Phase 2 of
Alternative M is $89M. This is the second
lowest construction cost for all of the
alternatives.
This alternative also includes
improvements either already planned or
needed within the project area. This
includes reconstruction of the railroad
bridge over Shooks Run, reconstruction of
a section of Las Vegas Street, construction
of the Shooks Run Trail, improvements to
Sierra Madre Street, and long-term
improvements to the at-grade railroad
crossings at Las Animas and Sierra Madre.
The approximate value of the
improvements for other City projects is
approximately $14M. This is alternative
addresses a significant amount of "Other
Project" improvements which increases the
value of this alternative.

FAIR - The estimated cost for this
alternative is $120M. This is the highest
construction cost for all of the alternatives.
This alternative also includes
improvements either already planned or
needed within the project area. This
includes reconstruction of the railroad
bridge over Shooks Run, reconstruction of
a section of Las Vegas Street, construction
of the Shooks Run Trail, improvements to
Sierra Madre Street, improved access to
the Drake Power Plant Property, and longterm improvements to the at-grade
railroad crossings at Las Animas and Sierra
Madre. The approximate value of the
improvements for other City projects is
approximately $25M. This alternative
addresses a significant amount of "Other
Project" improvements that increases the
value of this alternative.

FAIR - The estimated cost for this
alternative is $111M. This is the second
highest construction cost for all of the
alternatives.
This alternative also includes
improvements either already planned
or needed within the project area. This
includes reconstruction of the railroad
bridge over Shooks Run, reconstruction
of a section of Las Vegas Street,
construction of the Shooks Run Trail,
improvements to Sierra Madre Street,
improvements to access to the Drake
Power Plant Property, and long-term
improvements to the at-grade railroad
crossings at Las Animas and Sierra
Madre. The approximate value of the
improvements for other City projects
is approximately $25M. This
alternative addresses a significant
amount of "Other Project"
improvements which increases the
value of this alternative.

Financial Impacts and Benefits

(5) Project Costs

(15) Construction Costs

Conceptual cost estimate

How does the alternative's
construction cost compare to other
alternatives? Does the alternative
add to or reduce costs for
associated projects?
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Criterion

Measure

Screening Questions

(6) Funding and Economic
Benefits

Alt M Phase 1

Alt M Phases 1 & 2

Alt N

Alt O

(16) Maintenance Costs

Areas of maintenance in addition to
current maintenance costs

Are the long-term maintenance
expenses relatively low/similar to
existing?

VERY GOOD - This alternative would reduce
costs for mainline track and bridge
maintenance similar to Alternatives N and O
due to elimination of the reverse curve. This
alternative also includes relocation of the
existing BNSF MP 76.3 Yard Track to a
location adjacent to east side of the existing
mainline. While this relocation requires a
2,800' extension of the second main track,
closure of the yard track along Shooks Run
would eliminate at least 6,700’ of track,
resulting in a net reduction of 4,500'.
Alternative M results in a very modest
reduction in mainline track length compared
to existing.
There would be no change in maintenance
costs for the existing at-grade crossings as
there would be no change in the number of
crossings.
In summary, there would be no additional
maintenance costs in comparison to current
maintenance costs, the long-term
maintenance costs would be less.

GOOD - This alternative would have
received the same rating in this category as
Alternative M Phase 1. However, this
alternative does not provide additional
maintenance improvements when
compared to Alternative M Phase 1.
Rather, this alternative results in an overall
increase in the overall mainline track
length (Phases 1 & 2) compared to existing.
There would be no change in maintenance
costs for the existing at-grade crossings as
there would be no change in the number of
crossings.
In summary there would be little change in
the overall long-term maintenance costs
with Alternative M Phases 1 and 2.

VERY GOOD - This alternative would
reduce costs for mainline track and bridge
maintenance similar to Alternatives M and
O due to elimination of the reverse curve.
This alternative also includes relocation of
the existing BNSF MP 76.3 Yard Track to a
location adjacent to east side of the
existing mainline. While this relocation
requires a 2,800' extension of the second
main track, closure of the yard track along
Shooks Run would eliminate ate least
6,700’ of track, resulting in a net reduction
of 4,500'. Alternative N includes a
reduction in mainline track length of 550'
when compared to Alternative M Phases 1
& 2.
There would be a reduction in
maintenance costs associated with the
crossing material and signal equipment for
the at-grade crossings with elimination of
two crossings.
In summary, there would be no additional
maintenance costs in comparison to
current maintenance costs, the long term
maintenance costs would be less.

GOOD - This alternative would reduce
costs for mainline track and bridge
maintenance similar to Alternatives M
and N due to elimination of the reverse
curve. This alternative also includes
relocation of the existing BNSF MP 76.3
Yard Track to a location adjacent to
east side of the existing mainline. While
this relocation requires a 2,800'
extension of the second main track,
closure of the yard track along Shooks
Run would eliminate at least 6,700’ of
track, resulting in a net reduction of
4,500'. Alternative O includes an
increase in mainline track length of 600'
when compared to Alternative M
Phases 1 & 2.
There would be a reduction in
maintenance costs associated with the
crossing material and signal equipment
for the at-grade crossings with
elimination of one crossing.
In summary, there would be some
reductions and some increases in
maintenance costs, resulting in an
overall decrease in long-term
maintenance costs.

(17) Railroad Funding
Opportunities

Potential to develop a funding
partnership with the Railroads

Does this alternative provide
benefits to the railroad likely to
lead to funding partnerships?

VERY GOOD - There is an attraction to the
potential for an increase in train operational
efficiencies coupled with a reduction in
long-term maintenance costs for both bridge
and track maintenance.

NO ADDITIONAL BENEFIT VS. PHASE 1 This alternative brings the same
efficiencies listed for Phase 1 but also adds
to the overall length of mainline track.
Since much of the operational and
maintenance benefits are accomplished
with Phase 1, we anticipate there will be
less interest in the incremental benefits
associated with Phase 2 at the estimated
cost.

GOOD - There is some level of value
associated with elimination of two at-grade
crossings, combined with a reduction in
overall track length. However, since a less
expensive solution (Alternative M Phase 1)
accomplishes a large part of the
operational and maintenance benefits, we
anticipate there will be some interest in
the additional benefits presented with
Alternative N, but not enough to overcome
the additional cost.

GOOD - There is some level of value
associated with elimination of one
at-grade crossing, offset by the increase
in overall track length. However, since a
less expensive solution (Alternative M
Phase 1) accomplishes a large part of
the operational and maintenance
benefits, we anticipate there will be
some interest in the additional benefits
presented with Alternative O, but not
enough to overcome the additional
cost.

(5) Project Costs (continued)

Project
Goals &
Values
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(6) Funding and Economic Benefits (continued)

Project
Goals &
Values

Criterion

Measure

Screening Questions
Alt M Phase 1

Alt M Phases 1 & 2

Alt N

Alt O

(18) Financing
Opportunities

Number or potential amount of
traditional and non-traditional
opportunities to provide funding for
a rail project

How likely is this alternative to
attract regional, federal, state and
railroad funding? Would it qualify
for funding from additional sources
(e.g., health funds, green
infrastructure, economic
development, etc.)?

FAIR - Lowest cost alternative most able to
be funded through RTA, city, state and
federal funding.
Railroad alignment improvements may
attract railroad contribution.

GOOD - Part 2 can be implemented with
Drake site redevelopment and attract
public and private development-related
funding.

GOOD - Highest cost alternative so least
able to be funded through RTA, city, state
and federal funding.
Drake site redevelopment creates public
and private funding opportunities but need
to construct project may precede
redevelopment readiness.
Railroad alignment improvements and
elimination of two at-grade crossings most
likely to attract railroad contribution.

GOOD - High cost alternative so less
able to be funded through RTA, city,
state and federal funding compared to
Alternative M.
Drake site redevelopment creates
public and private funding
opportunities but need to construct
project may precede redevelopment
readiness.
Railroad alignment improvements and
elimination of one at-grade crossing
may attract railroad contribution.

(19) Economic Benefits
of Development

Value of new development
potential or increased economic
return of existing development

Does this alternative provide a tax
or sales increase return to the city
by encouraging higher value
development?

FAIR - Minor value of new development from
quiet zone creation and slight rail bridge shift
on Nevada Avenue and Tejon Street. No
more than 10 properties with new
redevelopment potential from the rail and
street improvements.

VERY GOOD - Alternative M2 creates larger
parcel sizes along Conejos Street that could
increase developability ~20 acres more
developable. Greater street connections
and access to the Drake site than
Alternative M1. Higher density of
development and improvements to this
district could be expected to bring higher
economic return to the city than presently
available.

GOOD - Alternative N removes rail barrier
from Mill Street Neighborhood and could
positively impact development potential.
Also creates a longer abandoned rail
corridor for parks/trails improvements that
can increase property values and potential
for development. Access to the Drake site
over the tracks limits the ability for higher
density and higher yielding land uses.

BEST - Alternative O provides the most
developable potentials along Conejos
and the Drake site and is likely the most
dramatic move for economic
development. Mirrors opportunities in
Alternative N for development along
the existing rail corridor.
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Project
Goals &
Values

Criterion

(6) Funding and Economic Benefits

(20) Rail Economic
Opportunities

Measure

Potential for the addition of or
extension of a siding along the
railroad
Potential to accommodate future
railyard track consolidation at UP
yard north of Cimarron
Potential to provide opportunity for
addition of a future mainline track
Potential to provide freight rail
service to new customers

Screening Questions

Does this alternative provide
opportunity for the railroad to
upgrade or add rail facilities that
may create improved rail
operations or more business
opportunities? Does it provide the
opportunity for other existing
railroad issues to be addressed as
part of the project?

Alt M Phase 1

Alt M Phases 1 & 2

Alt N

Alt O

GOOD - This alternative includes relocation
of the existing BNSF MP 76.3 Yard Track to a
location adjacent to east side of the existing
mainline. This would result in elimination of
at least 6,700’ of existing siding track that
has potential for service to future freight rail
customers. However, projecting the
continued expansion/growth of the
Downtown area, their properties have less
and less such potential in our opinion. While
the second main extension and relocated
freight yard are adjacent to existing
commercially zoned properties further away
from the Downtown area and have a higher
probability of retaining potential as a future
freight rail client, it is uncertain whether this
alternative improves the potential for future
railyard track consolidation in the UP Yard
north of Cimarron.

POOR - This alternative would include
realignment of the rail west of the Conejos
corridor where the Railroad has at least
one existing freight customer and direct
access to a number of other commercially
zoned properties along the east side of
Conejos. The realignment results in a
potential loss of freight rail customer
service offset by the potential for industrial
customers in the redeveloped Drake
property. It is uncertain whether this
alternative improves the potential for
future railyard track consolidation in the
UP Yard north of Cimarron.

GOOD - This alternative would not require
realignment where the Railroad has at
least one existing freight customer and
direct access to a number of other
commercially zoned properties along the
east side of Conejos. This alternative also
includes relocation of the existing BNSF
MP 76.3 Yard Track to a location adjacent
to east side of the existing mainline. This
would result in elimination of at least
6,700’ of existing siding track that has
potential for service to future freight rail
customers. However, projecting the
continued expansion/growth of the
Downtown area, their properties have less
and less such potential in our opinion.
While the second main extension and
relocated freight yard are adjacent to
existing commercially zoned properties
further away from the Downtown area and
have a higher probability of retaining
potential as a future freight rail client, It is
uncertain whether this alternative
improves the potential for future railyard
track consolidation in the UP Yard north of
Cimarron.

FAIR - This alternative would include
realignment of the rail west of the
Conejos corridor where the Railroad
has at least one existing freight
customer and direct access to a
number of other commercially zoned
properties along the east side of
Conejos. The realignment results in a
potential loss of freight rail customer
service offset by the potential for
industrial customers in the redeveloped
Drake property. This alternative also
includes relocation of the existing BNSF
MP 76.3 Yard Track to a location
adjacent to east side of the existing
mainline resulting in elimination of at
least 6,700' of existing siding track that
has potential for service to future
freight rail customers. However,
projecting the continued expansion/
growth of the Downtown area, their
properties have less such potential.
While the second main extension and
relocated freight yard are adjacent to
existing commercially zoned properties
further away from the Downtown area
and have a higher probability of
retaining potential as a future freight
rail client, it is uncertain whether this
alternative improves the potential for
future railyard track consolidation in
the UP Yard north of Cimarron.
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(7) Vitality of the City of Colorado Springs and Neighborhood Resilience

Project
Goals &
Values

Criterion

Measure

Screening Questions
Alt M Phase 1

Alt M Phases 1 & 2

Alt N

Alt O

(21) Economic Vitality
of Downtown

Improvement to connectivity and
access within and to Southern
Downtown
Opportunity to provide additional
access points across the railroad
property
Opportunity for improved
aesthetics
Opportunity to support tourism

May this alternative provide
opportunity to create development
that achieves city goals for a more
vibrant downtown? Does it improve
the logic for routes and wayfinding
for visitors to Colorado Springs?
May this concept strengthen
businesses and create an attractive
entrance to Downtown?

FAIR - Minor enhancements to Downtown
with Nevada Ave and Tejon Street
improvements.

GOOD - Contributions to Downtown vitality
includes reconfiguration of rail from the
Switchback Stadium into the Drake site.
Greater street connectivity to downtown
and trail connectivity.

GOOD - With rail relocation allowing
improved cohesion of the Mill Street
Neighborhood and Nevada Ave and Tejon
Street improvements. Commercial corridor
cohesion and streetscape improvements
strengthen vitality and relationship to
Downtown.

VERY GOOD -With Drake site
redevelopment to URA development
possibilities around the stadium, along
with cohesion of the Mill Street
Neighborhood created. Commercial
corridor cohesion and streetscape
improvements strengthen vitality and
relationship to Downtown.

(22) Maintain or
Improve Transportation
of Goods via the
Railroad

Impacts to long-term existing
freight rail service
Potential for improvement of
long-term freight rail service
through Colorado Springs

Does this alternative appropriately
facilitate or improve the free flow
of goods via the railroad?

GOOD - Elimination of the reverse curve,
extension of the second main track and
relocation of the rail yard to a more efficient
location combine to improve the free flow of
goods via the railway through Colorado
Springs.

GOOD - Elimination of the reverse curve,
extension of the second main track and
relocation of the rail yard to a more
efficient location combine to improve the
free flow of goods via the railway through
Colorado Springs.

GOOD - Elimination of the reverse curve,
extension of the second main track and
relocation of the rail yard to a more
efficient location combine to improve the
free flow of goods via the railway through
Colorado Springs.

GOOD - Elimination of the reverse
curve, extension of the second main
track, and relocation of the rail yard to
a more efficient location combine to
improve the free flow of goods via the
railway through Colorado Springs.

(23) Retain and Attract
Businesses

Reinforce neighborhood character;
commercial corridor streetscape
improvements; commercial land
use impacts; commercial infill
opportunities; parking

Does this concept strengthen local
businesses?

POOR Retention: Poor - Right-of-Way acquisitions
includes anticipation that 23 commercial/
industrial properties will be impacted, 13
with full acquisitions.
Attraction: Minimal - Extents to project
including street improvements along Nevada
and Tejon road corridors may result in up to
six blocks with the potential to attract slightly
greater value commercial or mixed-use
redevelopment.

GOOD Retention: Poor- Right-of-Way acquisitions
includes anticipation that 23 commercial/
industrial properties will be impacted, 13
may require full acquisitions.
Attraction: Very Good - Drake site
redevelopment includes ~10 acres
commercial land use with high density.
Mixed-use centers along Conejos Street
includes additional developable land.
Roughly 10 blocks along street
improvements to Nevada and Tejon and
Las Vegas corridors have potential for
redevelopment of slightly greater
commercial value.

GOOD: Retention: Poor - anticipated 27
commercial/industrial properties will be
impacted and 18 may require full
acquisitions. Many of the impacted
properties are vacant or low value on the
edges of the neighborhood.
Attraction: Very Good - Connectivity of
streets and street improvements has
potential for 12 blocks to have
redevelopment for commercial uses of
greater value. Limited access to the Drake
site precludes higher density development.

VERY GOOD: Retention: Fair - anticipate 23
commercial/industrial properties may
be impacted and that 15 may require
full acquisitions. Many of the impacted
properties are vacant or low value on
the edges of the neighborhood.
Attraction: Best- Drake site includes
~10 acres of commercial land use with
high density. Mixed-use centers along
Conejos Street includes additional
developable land. Roughly 12 blocks
along street improvements to Nevada,
Tejon, Las Vegas, and Sierra Madre
corridors have potential for
redevelopment of greater value.
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Screening Level 3 - Preliminary Criteria Definitions
DETAILED ALTERNATIVES EVALUATION

(7) Vitality of the City of Colorado
Springs and Neighborhood
Resilience (continued)

Project
Goals &
Values

Criterion

(24) Discourage
Resident Displacement
Due to Economic
Conditions

Measure

Increase of property value/taxes
due to rail improvements.
Reduction in the number of deed or
rent controlled properties.
Opportunities for additional
affordable housing

Screening Questions

May this alternative contribute to
economics that maintain the
affordability of this neighborhood
for current and lower income
residents? Does this alternative
retain affordable housing stock or
create opportunities for additions?

Alt M Phase 1

Alt M Phases 1 & 2

Alt N

Alt O

VERY GOOD -Least potential for economic
displacement due to minimal extents and
investment enhancing the area of influence.

FAIR- Potential for economic displacement
due to Drake site redevelopment and
Conejos development potential. Rail
remaining north of Mill Street likely to
maintain current residential property
values. Commercial property values likely
to increase along improved street
corridors. Conversion of rail to trail likely to
increase residential property values. Minor
potential for affordable housing creation.

FAIR - Drake site to primarily industrial
purposes has minimal impact on property
value increases. Properties east of Conejos
may see an increase in property value due
to rail to trail conversion and street
corridor improvements. Relocation of rail
to the south may increase the value of
residential and commercial properties
throughout. Opportunities for affordable
housing creation primarily to the east
adjacent to Shooks Run.

POOR - Most potential for economic
displacement due to Drake
redevelopment enhancing property
values. Relocation of rail to the south
and rail corridor to trail conversion
likely to increase value of properties
throughout the area of influence.
Opportunities for affordable housing
creation within the Drake site
(~6 acres) and to the east along Shooks
Run.

(8) Enhance the Quality of Life for
Residents

Environmental and Neighborhood Impacts and Benefits
(25) Community Safety

Rail as a barrier or unsanctioned
pedestrian corridor

Could this alternative have the
potential to address crime
prevention through design?

FAIR - Some improvement through enhanced
lighting/streetscape improvements along
Nevada/Tejon

FAIR - Some through enhanced
lighting/streetscape improvements along
Nevada/Tejon, Sierra Madre, Conejos

VERY GOOD - Through enhanced lighting/
streetscape improvements and by moving
rail barrier south leaving opportunity for
corridor to be repurposed as a trail.
Reduced number of at-grade rail crossings.

VERY GOOD - Through enhanced
lighting/streetscape improvements and
by moving rail barrier south leaving
opportunity for corridor to be
repurposed as a trail. Reduced number
of at-grade rail crossings.

(26) Rail Noise
Reduction

Decibels of noise from rail for
residential and commercial
properties (complexity with HUD
funded housing and public places
impacts)

Does this alternative contribute to
public health in terms of noise?

GOOD - Quiet zone will reduce rail noise in
study area.
No significant net change in receptor
distances.

GOOD - Quiet zone will reduce rail noise in
study area.
No significant net change in receptor
distances.

VERY GOOD - Quiet zone will reduce rail
noise in study area.
Railroad relocation will reduce noise
impacts for Mill Street and East Nevada
residences.

VERY GOOD - Quiet zone will reduce
rail noise in study area.
Railroad relocation will reduce noise
impacts for Mill Street and East Nevada
residences.

(27) Air Quality

# of residents and businesses
adjacent to the rail corridor (point
source air quality)

Does this alternative contribute to
improved public health in terms of
air quality?

FAIR - No significant net change from
existing.

FAIR - No significant net change from
existing.

GOOD - Railroad relocation will reduce air
quality impacts for Mill Street
Neighborhood and East Nevada residences.

GOOD - Railroad relocation will reduce
air quality impacts for Mill Street
Neighborhood and East Nevada
residences.
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Screening Level 3 - Preliminary Criteria Definitions
DETAILED ALTERNATIVES EVALUATION
Project
Goals &
Values

Criterion

(8) Enhance the Quality of Life for Residents (continued)

(28) Hazardous
Materials

Measure

Qualitative evaluation of the
potential for each alternative to
encounter hazardous materials due
to its construction area

Screening Questions

What is the potential that existing
hazardous material contamination
will be encountered by this
alternative?

Alt M Phase 1

Alt M Phases 1 & 2

Alt N

Alt O

POOR - This alternative impacts the least
amount of ground of all of the alternatives.
So it is very likely that it has the least amount
of potential disturbance to existing
hazardous materials sites.
The Shooks Run Drainage, UP Mainline, and
BNSF Spur (along Shooks Run) are all
anticipated to have a strong potential to be
contaminated. This is based on a qualitative/
quantitative mixture of information from
other projects in the area (ESR, SRT, and
others), field observations, and discussions
with City representatives. Since the
construction area of this alternative is east of
Sahwatch Street, the potential of
encountering hazardous materials is high,
but not as high as the other alternatives.

VERY POOR - This alternative impacts a
large amount of ground so it is very likely
that it has a large potential disturbance to
existing hazardous materials sites.
The Drake Power Plant Property and area
west of Sahwatch are anticipated to have a
very strong potential to be contaminated.
The Shooks Run Drainage, UP Mainline,
and BNSF Spur (along Shooks Run) also are
anticipated to have a strong potential to be
contaminated. This is based on information
from other projects in the area (ESR, SRT,
and others), field observations, the CSU
Drake Power Plant Facilities Manager, and
discussions with City representatives. The
potential of encountering hazardous
materials is very high for this alternative.
Since the proposed railroad alignment in
this alternative passes through the middle
of the Drake Property, it may encounter
some of the worst contamination on this
property.

VERY POOR - This alternative impacts a
large amount of ground so it is very likely
that it has a large potential disturbance to
existing hazardous materials sites.
The Drake Power Plant Property and area
west of Sahwatch are anticipated to have a
very strong potential to be contaminated.
The Shooks Run Drainage, UP Mainline,
and BNSF Spur (along Shooks Run) also are
anticipated to have a strong potential to be
contaminated. This is based on information
from other projects in the area (ESR, SRT,
and others), field observations, the CSU
Drake Power Plant Facilities Manager, and
discussions with City representatives. The
potential of encountering hazardous
materials is very high for this alternative.
Since the proposed railroad alignment in
this alternative passes through the middle
of the Drake Property, it may encounter
some of the worst contamination on this
property.

VERY POOR - This alternative impacts a
large amount of ground so it is very
likely that it has a large potential
disturbance to existing hazardous
materials sites.
The Drake Power Plant Property and
area west of Sahwatch are anticipated
to have a very strong potential to be
contaminated. The Shooks Run
Drainage, UP Mainline, and BNSF Spur
(along Shooks Run) also are anticipated
to have a strong potential to be
contaminated. This is based on
information from other projects in the
area (ESR, SRT, and others), field
observations, the CSU Drake Power
Plant Facilities Manager, and
discussions with City representatives.
The potential of encountering
hazardous materials is very high for this
alternative. Since the proposed railroad
alignment in this alternative passes
through the middle of the Drake
Property, it may encounter some of the
worst contamination on this property.
While the major shift to the south may
avoid some of the contamination
between about Sierra Madre and
Shooks Run, it appears that the existing
land uses east of Shooks Run (auto
salvage and other industrial uses) has
the potential to contain hazardous
materials.
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Screening Level 3 - Preliminary Criteria Definitions
DETAILED ALTERNATIVES EVALUATION

(9) Cultivate Neighborhood

Character

Project
Goals &
Values

Criterion

Measure

Screening Questions
Alt M Phase 1

Alt M Phases 1 & 2

Alt N

Alt O

Does this alternative preserve
residential structures?

POOR - It is anticipated that 6 residential
properties will be impacted, 3 may require
full acquisition.

VERY POOR - It is anticipated that 34
residential properties will be impacted, 22
may require full acquisition.

GOOD - It is anticipated that 5 residential
properties will be impacted, with none
requiring full acquisition.

GOOD - It is anticipated that 5
residential properties will be impacted
and none will require full acquisition.

# of historic resources that would
be destroyed/relocated/damaged
due to alignment

Does this alternative preserve
historic resources/structures?

POOR - Potential acquisition of 6 structures
more than 110 years old. Potential impacts
to landscapes on 5 properties with buildings
more than 90 years old.

VERY POOR - Potential acquisition of 16
structures more than 100 years old in
Alternative M2. Potential impact to 3
landscapes with structures more than
100 years old.

GOOD - Potential impact to 3 properties
with structures 50-60 years old in poor
condition.

GOOD - Potential impact to 3
properties with structures 50-60 years
old in poor condition.

(31) Neighborhood
Identification Features
(Gateways)

Potential for rail bridge to serve as a
gateway feature to highlight area
history

Is the rail bridge located in a
suitable position to serve as a
gateway feature? Can urban design
features help represent area history
related to the rail?

GOOD - Gateway features to relate to
historic rail alignment.

FAIR - Sierra Madre may become a second
gateway through this rail realignment.

GOOD - Gateway features move to new
alignment near Dorchester Park. Sierra
Madre may become a second gateway
through this rail realignment.

GOOD - Gateway features move to new
alignment near Dorchester Park. Sierra
Madre may become a second gateway
through this rail realignment.

(32) Community
Cohesion: Access to Key
Amenities and Public
Places

Removal of physical barriers to
social connectivity and
neighborhood identity. Improved
multi-modal connectivity to parks
and trails; community services and
key amenities

Does this alternative connect
people to each other and their
neighborhood?

FAIR - No change in access to key amenities
and public places other than Nevada and
Tejon street enhancements.

GOOD - Added connectivity through the
Drake site and to regional trails.

VERY GOOD - Rail as physical barrier within
the neighborhood eliminated. Added
connectivity to regional trails. Centralized
park creation possible.

BEST - Rail as physical barrier within the
neighborhood eliminated. Best access
to the Drake site. Added connections to
regional trails. Central park creation
possible.

(29) Small Homes and
Housing Character

# of housing units for acquisition

(30) Historic Structure
and Design Elements
Restoration/
Preservation

Housing types impacted
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APPENDI X F.
Component
Number

ASSOCIATED COMPONENTS DESCRIPTI ONS
Component Name

Location/Description

Compatibility
with
Alternatives

High Potential to
Consider for
Inclusion with
SDRUR Project

Comment

SOUTHERN DOWNTOWN IMPROVEMENTS (PLANNED AND ANTICIPATED)
Tejon Downtown Gateway Street
Improvement - I-25 and Cimarron or
Vermijo (with Future Typical Section)

Improve Tejon Street between I-25 and Cimarron or Vermijo to a Downtown Gateway configuration. This could
include major reconstruction of the part of Tejon between I-25 and Las Animas Street due to widening of the
road and potential flattening of the roadway between Mill Street and Las Animas to a 6% to 8% grade.
Improvements north of Las Animas could also include reconstruction but at a low to moderate level depending
on the currently undefined Future Typical Section used for the Gateway. Improvements could also be more
limited, focused on adding gateway features at locations near I-25 and/or Cimarron.

All

Yes

AC-02

Nevada Corridor Improvements – I-25 to
Cimarron (with Future Typical Section)

Improve Nevada Avenue between I-25 and Cimarron (4200’) to a transportation gateway configuration per the
Imagine Downtown Plan. This could include moderate reconstruction of the part of Nevada between I-25 and
Las Animas Street due to potential widening of the road in this area. An evaluation of the future traffic needs on
Nevada Avenue would need to be completed to determine currently undefined Future Typical Section lane
configuration of Nevada.

All

--

Additional planning effort is needed to better define the
future improvements needed on Nevada Avenue.

AC-03

Sierra Madre Street Corridor
Improvements - Las Vegas to Las Animas
(with Future Typical Section)

Improve Sierra Madre Street between Las Vegas Street and Las Animas (1800’) to extend the roadway, bike,
pedestrian, and landscaping improvements north of Cimarron through this section of road. The typical section
would match the section used for the Sierra Madre improvements currently under construction north of
Cimarron.

Yes

Based on observations during the project and City
comments, improvement to this corridor is needed.
Development of a preliminary design and funding may be
appropriate.

AC-04

City of Colorado Springs Property
Acquisition #1 - Acquisition (either
purchase or trade) of the existing BNSF
Railroad Spur between the existing UPRR
Mainline and about Colorado Avenue

Due to the proposed relocation of the existing BNSF Yard (just north of Fountain Blvd), the project will eliminate
BNSF use of the existing rail spur corridor between the UPRR Mainline and Colorado Avenue. The City would
acquire by either purchasing property from, or trading property with BNSF. Note that future City acquisition of
the BNSF Spur corridor is included in the City Envision Shooks Run Facilities Master Plan, 2017.

Yes

Acquisition of this right-of-way is proposed in the
Envision Shooks Run Facilities Master Plan, 2017. It may
be valuable to include in the agreement with BNSF due
to proposed relocation of the existing BNSF railyard.

City of Colorado Springs Property
Acquisition #2 - Future Commuter
Railroad Service Corridor & Station Rightof-Way Preservation

The location of this right-of-way has a loose definition due to the lack of study for Passenger Rail in Colorado
Springs. The general area is along the existing railroad mainline alignment between Bijou Street and El Paso
Street. The existing Union Pacific Yard (Bijou to Cimarron), Drake Power Plant Property, and Nevada/Tejon
areas appear to be potential locations for a future Passenger Rail Station. Note that a site for the METRO Transit
Downtown Transit Station may also be included in this right-of-way preservation.

AC-01

AC-05
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Alternative M
(Part 1 Only)

All

All

--

Tejon Gateway Street Improvements are included in the
Downtown Master Plan. The Downtown Partnership and
other organizations could partner with the City on this
improvement.

Additional planning for the future Front Range Passenger
Rail for the Drake Power Plant site and other potential
station locations is needed before specific right-of-way
can be identified. However, SDRUR project planning
should identify potential locations for passenger rail
corridor and stations and right-of-way preservation steps
should be considered for these locations.
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Component
Number

AC-06

Component Name

City of Colorado Springs Property
Acquisition #3 - Acquisition (either
purchase or trade) of the existing railroad
corridor between Cimarron and El Paso
Street

Location/Description

Due to the proposed realignment of the existing UPRR Mainline that is included in the project alternatives, it
appears that there may be existing railroad property that is unused after the project is complete. This property
could be repurposed as a trail, park, transit facility, utility corridor, roadway or property for private development
in the future by the City. Acquisition of the property by the City as part of the overall project effort would
facilitate future planning for these potential uses. Note that the amount of unused railroad property varies by
alternative. However, parts of the alternatives and several Associated Components would require use of a part of
existing rail property.

Compatibility
with
Alternatives

All

High Potential to
Consider for
Inclusion with
SDRUR Project

Comment

Yes

Acquisition of this right-of-may be desirable so the
property could be re-purposed as a roadway, trail, or for
future redevelopment. It may be valuable to include in
the agreement with the Union Pacific Railroad.

Yes

Based on information from the City, the lack of Water
Quality Improvements is having an impact on Downtown
Redevelopment. Addressing this may be valuable because
it would clarify the needs and actions for both the City
and Developers.

Yes

Based on information from the City, there are many old
and inadequate drainage systems in and passing through
the project area. Since many of the drainage corridors
follow roadways, there are efficiencies in evaluating these
needs and pursuing funding to address them.

There appears to be several utilities in the existing railroad property that the railroad may be leasing rights to
utility companies to use the rail property for their use. As a result, although the railroads may not be using their
existing property to provide rail service, there may be other reasons they may want to keep the property or
maintain some property rights (easements) to their existing property. Additional evaluation of this will need to be
conducted in coordination with the railroad in the future.

AC-07

Regional Water Quality Improvements
(Focused on Downtown & South
Downtown)

Improvements to address current regional water quality issues and to meet the current water quality
requirements. The definition of the improvements in this Component are loose due to the lack of a
comprehensive study of the water quality needs for Southern Downtown and Downtown Colorado Springs.
However, it may include construction of several types of water quality features and other appropriate
improvements.

AC-08

Regional Drainage System Improvements
to Address Water Quality per Current
Standards

Improvement and reconstruction of the existing drainage systems in Southern Downtown and Downtown Area.
The definition of these improvements is loose due to the lack of a comprehensive study of the drainage needs in
this part of the City. However, it may include replacement of the existing underground drainage system, addition
of detention facilities, improvements to the Fountain Creek waterway, and others.

All

All

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM (ROADWAY & MULTIMODAL) IMPROVEMENTS RELATED TO RAILROAD
AC-09

Las Animas or Rio Grande Street
Extension with Roadway Grade Separated
with the Railroad

AC-10

Conejos/Las Animas Street Extension Between Cimarron and Las Animas Street
with Roadway Grade Separated over
Railroad

AC-11

Fountain Blvd Extension with Roadway
Grade Separated under the Railroad to
Connect to the Las Vegas Extension

Extend Las Animas under the proposed railroad alignment to connect to an extension of Las Vegas Street
between Sierra Madre and Cimarron/Conejos. Extension of the roadway would use the proposed trail underpass
(located straight west of Las Animas Street), requiring a longer underpass, to go beneath the railroad. This is a
transportation system improvement that would increase access into the Drake property. The typical section
would be a City Minor Collector.
Extend Las Animas Street as a new roadway between Cimarron and Las Animas Street with a new intersection
on Cimarron just west of Conejos. The new road would have a new railroad at-grade crossing & connection to
Las Animas intersection. This is a transportation system improvement that would increase access into the Drake
property. The typical section would be a City Minor Collector.

Alternative M & N

Alternatives M2 &
O Only

--

This railroad grade-separation may be considered to
accompany an alternatives that leaves the railroad along
the eastern edge of the Drake site.

--

This component does not need to be advanced at this
time since it is an improvement over the proposed atgrade railroad crossing. As a result, it has been
recommended as a Future Consideration.

--

This component does not need to be advanced at this
time since it would be part of the second phase of
Alternative M (Parts 1 & 2). As a result, it has been
recommended as a Future Consideration.

Note that this connection would replace the Las Animas Extension and connection to Conejos Street currently
included in Alternatives M2 and O.
Extend Las Animas under the proposed railroad alignment to connect to an extension of Las Vegas Street
between Sierra Madre and Cimarron/Conejos. Extension of the roadway would be grade separated with the road
under the railroad. This is a transportation system improvement that would increase access into the Drake
property. The typical section would be a City Minor Collector.
This Associate Component would only be used in combination with AC-42.
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Component
Number

Component Name

Location/Description

AC-12

Fountain Blvd Extension (west of Sierra
Madre into Drake Power Plant property)
with Roadway Grade Separated with the
Railroad

Extend Las Animas over or under the proposed railroad alignment. Extension of the roadway would be grade
separated with the road over or under the railroad. This is a transportation system improvement that would
increase access into the Drake property. The typical section would be a City Minor Collector.

AC-13

Mill Street Extension west of Conejos
with Roadway Grade Separated under the
Railroad

Extend Mill Street west of Conejos into the Drake Power Plant property. Extension of the roadway would be an
underpass beneath the railroad. This is a transportation system improvement that would increase access into the
Drake property. The typical section would be a City Minor Collector.

AC-14

Develop a roadway or pedestrian
connection through the existing UPRR
Mainline location at either Sahwatch or
Cascade

Connect the ends of either Sahwatch or Cascade that are currently separated by the existing UPRR Mainline.
There could be three different types of connections depending on the alternative. For Alternatives N & O either
a roadway or sidewalk only is possible. Alternative M would require an underpass. For this component it has
been assumed that a pedestrian underpass would be used instead of reconnecting the roadway at either of these
locations.

Extension of Wahsatch Blvd (between
Fountain Blvd & Las Vegas Street

Extend either Wahsatch Blvd south to a roadway connection to Las Vegas Street (about 1200’). The road would
act as a transit, pedestrian, and on-street bicycle route along the east side of Downtown Colorado Springs. There
would be two different types of connections depending on the alternative. For Alternatives N & O the roadway
would be at-grade and not cross a railroad. However, it would cross the existing UPRR Mainline track
right-of-way. Alternative M would require a roadway underpass. The Wahsatch typical section would be per the
ESR FMP.

AC-15

Compatibility
with
Alternatives

Alternative N Only

Alternative N Only

Only Alternative M1

All

High Potential to
Consider for
Inclusion with
SDRUR Project

Comment

--

This component does not need to be advanced at this
time since it is an improvement over the proposed
at-grade railroad crossing. As a result, it has been
recommended as a Future Consideration.

--

This component does not need to be advanced at this
time since it is an improvement over the proposed
at-grade railroad crossing. As a result, it has been
recommended as a Future Consideration.

Maybe

It would be best for the City to make a decision, as part
of this project effort, concerning the underpass for this
Component to be considered in the future since it is
under the railroad mainline.

Maybe

It would be best for the City to make a decision, as part
of this project effort, concerning the underpass for this
Component to be considered in the future since it is
under the railroad mainline.

Yes

There are interesting options for this component
because of the overlapping projects in this area (SDRUR,
ESR, & Las Vegas). Performing preliminary design and
pursuing funding would be most appropriate for
Alternatives N & O to ensure all of the improvements
planning in this area fit together. For Alternative M these
efforts are more optional but would have value since
they are part of a current City plan.

SHOOKS RUN CORRIDOR IMPROVEMENTS

AC-16

AC-17

Shooks Run Channel Partial
Improvements (Historic Stone Railroad
Bridge to Fountain Creek)

Shooks Run Channel Full Improvements
(Historic Stone Railroad Bridge to
Fountain Creek)

The Shooks Run Channel improvements planned in the Envision Shooks Run Facilities Master Plan would be
partially implemented to be an interim configuration. The improvements would be focused on grading of the main
and low flow channels to the ultimate configuration (interim in some locations where needed), construction of
the Shooks Run Trail between the Old Stone Rail Bridge & Fountain Creek, and required erosion control &
water quality improvements. This Component would also include obtaining approval of the trail passing through
UPRR property and acquisition of right-of-way where needed.

All

Note that reconstruction of Las Vegas Street between Wahsatch and Royer is part of Alternatives N & O. As a
result, the 5’ raise of Las Vegas Street and 6’ lowering of the Shooks Run channel invert at Las Vegas is included
in those two alternatives. The Las Vegas Street improvements are NOT included in Alternative M. An interim
configuration of the channel would be constructed for this alternative.
The Shooks Run Corridor improvements planned in the Envision Shooks Run Facilities Master Plan would be fully
implemented between the Old Stone Rail Bridge and Fountain Creek. The improvements include constructing the
ultimate configuration of the Shooks Run main and low flow channel, wetlands, channel maintenance road, trails,
roadway improvements, drainage, landscaping, erosion control, and water quality improvements. This
Component would also include obtaining approval of the trail passing through UPRR property and acquisition of
right-of-way where needed. Additional information about what is included in this Component is defined in the
ESR Sustainable Infrastructure Plan Project P-02.
Note that reconstruction of the portion of Las Vegas Street between Wahsatch and Royer would be included in
this Component. This is due to the proposed 6’ raise of Las Vegas Street, channel realignment and lowering that
is planned at Las Vegas Street in the ESR Facilities Master Plan. The roundabout proposed in the Las Vegas Street
Corridor Plan was not included in this Component at this time.
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Unless the City would like to advance the preliminary
design for the full channel improvements on Shooks Run,
it would not be necessary to advance this component.
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Component
Number

Component Name

Location/Description

Compatibility
with
Alternatives

High Potential to
Consider for
Inclusion with
SDRUR Project

Comment

LAS VEGAS STREET CORRIDOR IMPROVEMENTS
AC-18

AC-19

AC-20

Las Vegas Street Pedestrian & Trail
Improvements (Nevada to Sierra Madre)

Las Vegas Street Extension (Sierra Madre
to Cimarron)

Las Vegas Street Reconstruction (Tejon to
Wahsatch/El Paso)

Improve Las Vegas Street by adding a trail (wider sidewalk) on the north side between Tejon and Conejos. This
section of trail would connect the Multi-Use Trail proposed on Las Vegas Street east of Tejon to the trail
connection and sidewalks at the intersection of Las Vegas and Sierra Madre.
Extend Las Vegas Street through the Drake Power Plant property between the current west end of Las Vegas
Street (at Sierra Madre) to a new intersection on Cimarron west of Conejos. This component would include a
railroad at-grade crossing south of Cimarron. Typical Section may include bike lanes.
Note that this connection may replace the need for, or require adjustment of, the Conejos Street Realignment
currently included in Alternative O’s score.
Improvement of Las Vegas Street between Tejon Street and El Paso Street per the recommendations of the Las
Vegas Corridor Study and Envision Shooks Run. There would be two different types of connections depending on
the alternative. For Alternatives N and O, Las Vegas Street is being reconstructed between Wahsatch and
El Paso, so the improvements in this component would extend between Tejon and Wahsatch. The Las Vegas
Street improvements in Alternative M be per the two planning documents above. The typical section used would
match that proposed by the Las Vegas Corridor Study.`

All

This component does not need to be advanced at this
time. As a result, it has been recommended as a Future
Consideration.

Alternatives M2 &
O Only

This component does not need to be advanced at this
time. As a result, it has been recommended as a Future
Consideration.

All

Maybe

There are interesting options for this component
because of the overlapping projects in this area (SDRUR,
ESR, & Las Vegas). Performing preliminary design and
pursuing funding would be most appropriate for
Alternatives N and O to ensure all of the improvements
planning in this area fit together. For Alternative M these
efforts are more optional but would have value since
they are part of a current City plan.

EXISTING RAILROAD CORRIDOR RE-PURPOSING
AC-21

New Road on Existing Railroad Alignment
(Wahsatch to Sierra Madre or Cascade)

Construct a new roadway along the existing railroad mainline alignment. For Alternatives M (Parts 1 & 2) and M
(Part 1 Only) the road would extend between Wahsatch and Cascade. For Alternatives N and O the road would
extend between Wahsatch and Sierra Madre. The typical section would be either a City Standard Collector or
Minor Arterial depending on future traffic analysis. It has been assumed that a New Trail would be included in this
Component.

AC-22

New Trail on Existing Railroad Alignment
(Shooks Run to Sierra Madre)

Construct a new trail along the existing railroad mainline alignment. It has been assumed that the trail would be a
Type 2 per City of Colorado Springs Park, Recreation, and Cultural Services standards. Pedestrian bridges over
both Nevada and Tejon are included in this Component.

Appendix F-4

All

This component does not need to be advanced at this
time since the right-of-way acquisition is included in
Component AC-06. As a result, it has been
recommended as a Future Consideration.

All

This component does not need to be advanced at this
time since the right-of-way acquisition is included in
Component AC-06. As a result, it has been
recommended as a Future Consideration.

